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FOREWORD

Interdisciplinary education in allied health often generates considerable enthusiasm in
principle but little support for implementation. Educators and health practitioners-agree
that interdisciplinary education is desirable, but teleively few educators have
undertaken he efforts necessary to ir6duce interdisciplinary programs into their

. .institutions.
Interdiscip inary approaches bay6 merit in all career education programs. Rarky in

working situations are job functi6ns so clearly and narrowly delineated that they stay
entirely within the parameters ol a single discipline. However, to provide an orderly and

4, systematic learning experience, a large body of knowledge has been organized into fields
of study and further subdivided into specialty areas and courses. While the fragmentation

- and pigeonholing of educ iional disciplines tends to limit the potential breadth of the
educational experience, is a pragmatic approach to assimilating the vast amount of
information which cons itutes the total of contemporary knowledge. .

In allied'health disOplines, the organization of curricula is more restricted and less
flexible than in fields of study. As the term implies, these disciplines are allied

thto oer providers of ealth care and while many of the allied health professionals exercise
-Independent judgmept in the deffvery of their services, comprehensive care of patients
requires of other health disciplines. Generally the allied health
professionals ar the practitioners most knowledgeable in one specific Ilealth-care
service. The educational programs necessary to produce this degree of specialization in a *
relatively short ime results in intelishre courses of study which permit little expansion or

,experimentati . ,

During the early development of- the allied health disciplines, the need for
interdisciplinary understanding on the part of allied health practitioners was not a major
issue. The ro e of tre physician in both the delivery and coordination of patient care tergled
to simplify e re ationships among allied health professionals. The physician gav e
orders, oftei directly to the allied health specialist. However, as health care settings h e
grown larger and more complex, the practice of physidians personally directi g
coordihait;On of allied health services for patients has diminished. With the medical s s
of some ospitals numbering in the hundreds, communications between physicians'and
the various allied health services have become formalized and impersonal.

In health care Settings, particularly in hospitals: there has been an increage in the
numbfq' of allied health specialties. It is not unusual for a patient to receive services from a
half-dozen allied health practitioners on one diagnostic visit. Even in hospitals with goo4
commiunications and coordination of services, there is fragmentation of patient care. The
organization of health care delivery mitigates against the best utilization of expertise

ii.aVai ble from the numerous allied health specialists. Many of the problems in delivery of
pati nt care result from a lack of understanding or of communications among tike many
sem autonomous allied health departinenti. Each of the allied health specialties delivers
-lts ei-' vices, often with minimal understanding of the responsibilities and requirements of
the other alAed health services. .

functional isolation of allied health specialists is a problem which may contribute to the
h' gh attrition rate. In some specialties, the drop-out rate among practitioners within the
I st few years of practice is nearly 50 percent. Considering t.he Costs of preparing allied

ealth specialists, the acute shortages for some specialties, and the career displacement of
e, individuals who drop out, a high attrition rate is exceptionally expensive. Some

administrators believe that an educational experience which hicludes a better
/ understanding of the related roles of allied health specialists and a team approach to

iv
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patient care produce a higher degree of job satisfaction. A number of educators and
administrators point to the potential of interdisciplinary education as a means of breaking
down the isolation among various health professionals a:nd reducing the fragmentation of
patient care. While there is generaragreement that the outcome would be desirable, there
has been considerable divergence on the best means to achieve the interdisciplinary goal.

.In discussions of _interdisciplinary programs in allied health, edueators %Qmetimes
become more absorbed in defining the term ,-interdisciplinary" than, in developing a
workable methodology. Educational purists sometimes interpret -interdisciplinary"
education as a broad educational experience which disdains caurse conten't in any of the
disciplines. This concept of interdisciplinary education is impractical in allied health
since the graduates of these fields of study are all specialists. If each student mastered the
techniques of each-field, the educational programs for allied healtlfservices would be too
long .to be affordable.

The authors of this Work asse6s the various differentatithis in the approaches generally
grouped as "interdisciplinary," such as core curriculum, team approaches, and
multidisciplinary programs. The authors make pm important distinction"between the
approaches which involve curriculum content, suet\ as a core curriculum, and those which
relate. to educational process, such as team-development. Generally'the authorq use th4
term "interdisciplinary," in a generic sense, applying it to any activity which involves tvio
or more disciplines. As the authors indicate, the outcome is more important- than the
content, process, or terminology.

In the folloWing pages the authors discuss the rationale for interdisciplinary education
in allied health and describe some of the programs which have been developed around the
interdisciplinary concept. The text does not propcise a single model or plan by whith an
educational institution can achieve the desirable integratien of allied health specialists
into a cooPerative work setting. The authors have placed emphasis en defining the issues
e.nd presenting examples of th yarious approaches, and combinations of approaches, in
use today.

The major issue remains in the form of a question: Is there a methodor a group
alternative methodswhich will educate alliedhealth specialists and teach 'them to work
with othee,specialists? This volume, commissionedby SREB's Allied Health Education
Project and writien by two allied health administrators who are leaders in interdipciplin-
ary innovations, opens new avenues for answers.

Pat Malone, Assistant Project Director
Stephen N. CollAer, Project Director

Allied Health Education Project
Southern Regionkl Education Board
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INTRODUCTION

Academic administrators allied health .

today are confronted with a series of ques-
tions, both philosophical and pragmatic.
responding to the demands of their multi-
ple publics: faculty, students, employers,
accrediting bodies., university adminis-
trations, federal and state agencies, liegn,
sure boards, and so on. One of the issues
oftep verbalized by ernplcyers is the need
to produce graduates who are prepared to
function immediately in the work place;
Accrediting bodies, licensure boards, and
professional organizations have devel-.
oped and implemented directive guide-
lines on the "technical skills" in each
discipline's curricula, but nevertheless
the pressures from employers continue to
Mount.

New approaches to educationai tech-
nology, such as modular self-learning
packages and competency-based learning.
continue to be applied, but there appears to
be no disc-ernable distinction in_ the
outcome. It is quite possible that the
Concerns of the employers, and occasion-
ally students, cannot be resolved by
educational Jechnology, but, in fact, are a

, function of the student's difficulty .in
making the transition Lfrom a discipline-
based learning experience to a multi- or
interdisciplinary work place. It is possible
that the students' and the. employers'
problems are not related to technical skills
but can be attributed to their lack of
experience or knowledge in applying those
skills ih conjunction with other individ-
uals delivering patient care.

41,

p.

Students in allied health thwe little or no
practical preparation in dealing with the
collaborative working situation in which
the 'tradition' 1 health care patient resides.
There is rea istically no unilateral care
provided in e present delivery system.
Patients and their multiple problems are
not carried through our present health
care system by a single person who
functions in isolation from other health
professionals. It is to that end that this0
monograph has been prepared. Our effort
here is to present a body of material which
reflects the collective experience of kgreat
number of people throughout. the country
who have attempted over the paSt eight -
years to develop and implempnt interdis-
ciplinary educational experienCes for
allied health students, These-people have
carried on in the interdisciplinary track in
the belief that students who a.re taught to
work together in a collaborative, interde-
pendent approach to patient care not only
'will deliver a higher quality of cal.e, but
will be more efactive, efficient employees
and more productive human beings.

This monograph seeks.io-present selec-
-tive issues which require decisions Jrom

allied health education- administrator -to
implement interdisciplinary activities on
their campuses. We recognize that much of
what is presented here iS the result of
countless hours -of discussion, argument,'
and other forms of human encounter with
allied health educatorsacross the country,
and to them the authors offer their thanks.
It is intended that allied health educa-
tional administrators will use this mono-
graph a's a primer for working with their
various publics in developing .an ap-
prpach to interdisciplinary activities.

7



* CHAPTER I
THE DYNAMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Allied health education op -4-3 n an
enVironment which is, unlike that .

other field within the context of the health
sciences. There is a complikxily that
simply doesynot exist in the other health
disciplines. In this cdmplexity, a dynamic
environment is created which allied health
administrators must recognize, define,
and finally cope with in their deliberations
and actions. Interdisciplinary education
as a part of the total educational program ,
in 'allied health is caught up in the
dynamics of this environment. Simply
dissected, the environmental context of
allied health is divided into three parts:
allied health itself, educational institu-
tioris,.and the health care delivery system.

Allied Health.

There are "tangible" and "intangible"
forces at play in the allied health environ-
ment which condition its responses to
interdisciplinary program planning. On

The "intangible" side, trie allied health
concept i_s new, has had tremendous
growth, and possesses a major character-
istic of extreme diversity. Historically, as
a major component of the academic.health
sciences, allied health is an infant. As such
it suffers from a lack of recognition at the
national level in those areas which bestow
credibility. Thus, the allied health admin-
istrator is placed constantly in a position
of explaining who and what he represents.
With the rapid emergence of allied health
in the last 14 years, the emphasis has been
primarily on development of programs
rather than on their educational concep-
tualization, analysis, and refinement.

Perhaps the greatest difference between
allied health and the other disciplines iS
the diversity of its academic content and
the educational bases. from which it

operates; No other health science area
_attempts to encompass so njany disci-
-ID-lines taught in vocational-technical,
community college, university, health
scipice center, hospital, and graduate
school settings. This diversity brings
about not only communication problems,
but sometimes divergent objectives and
goals as well. Some of the problems allied
health faces center around .issues of09
transferability of course credits, articula-
tion between technical and professional
program-cis, and differentiation of faculty
credential requirements. All these forces
affect the allied health administrator
daily.

On the "tangible" side, the allied health
educational administrator must contend
with the impact of accreditation agencies,
m.ultiple professional organizations,
licensure and certification beards as well
as the real questions of the definitive role
of the academic program in preparing
entry-level practitioners. In essence, these
external forces condition the, bounds and
limits of the allied health eduCation
administrator's ability to develop crea-
tive, realistic approaches to allied health
education.

Educational Institutions

Allied health disciplines,' by encour-
aging the, transfer of their educational,
responsibilities from clinical facilities to
educational institutions, in effect have
relinquished some of their previously
unchallenged control- to .the academic
institutions,. Academic institutions have
imposed controls and demands upon allied
health educational administrators in
addition to those resulting from the
essential nature of allied, health ,itself.
Rigid departmental structures, schedule

Z.
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requiremeats, faculty standards, and
institutional general education require-
ments all affect the kinds of review and
justification that each allied health pro-
gram must undergo in an educational
institution. The academic environment
also develops a separatism in the allied
health structure as the individual allied
health disciplines'seek to create their own
identity through emulating the academic
model of discipline-oriented departmental
structures. Academic allied hea.lth admin-
istrators niut confront these factors and
operate within the context of these orgAni-
zational

Educational institutiens present a com-
plex economic dynamic to the allied health
adminisfrator. Low faculty/ student ratios,
reliance on clinical facilities which are
outside the academic organizations, and
an unusual salary competition factor with
the clinical market present a series of
economic issues that definitely contribute
to .the dynamics of allied 'health in the
academic inStitutions.

Allied health's particigation in higher
education also brinvs about a potential
problem. relative to mission conflicts. The
academic institUtion traditionally stres-
es research and the scholarly approach to
educatio.n. with a strong mission orkenta-
Vion to the c7ation and dissemination of
knowledge. Allied health educqtion has as
a pragmatic goal the preparatidn of people
to practice a given set of- skills, an
orientation geared more toward the pro-
vison of practical, task-oriented education.
Allied health administrators find them-
selves in the position of having to adjudi-
cate the conflict between the allied health
mission and the traditional acadeinic
mission.

The -Health Care Delivery System

As presently constructed, the health
care delivery system provides a mirror
image of the problems found in allied .
health education. As thedernands increase
for more diverse and sophisticated levels
of ca're, the system looks to the educational
sector to provide the manpower to meet the
demand. The fee-for-service economics of

v

the health care delivery system also
makes allied health professionals partic-
ularly vulnerable to the system's whims.
since many of the' allied health disci-
plinesphysical therapy, medical 'tech-
nology, occupational therapy, respiratory
therapy, radiologic technology, etc". are
essentially "piece work". or reimbursable
services. Their tasks are specifically
defined and the system receives direct
income for their services. "Piece rate"
payment in the system createg separatism
which is a problem for the academic allied
health administrator. in -developing sup !
port for interdisciplinary activity. How-
ever, while the economics of the hdalth
care detivery system encourages disci-
plinary separation, the continuity and
flow of a patient's progression through
this system demands cooperation.

Economics also affects the numbers of
allied bealth professionals in, a single
employment setting. Unlike nurs'ing,
which typically provides csmtinuous care
to a large number of people, the allied
health professionals, through their spe-
6ialized, services, spend relatively short
'periods of tfrne with selected patients.
Allied health programs thus turn out a

{limited number of graduates-into a limited
number of jobs. This creates a prciblem
unity arhongthe allied health disciplines
and, in particular, a problem of developing
mutual goals and objectives.
,Movement of the allied hOlth disci-

plines from then former ed46atibnal base
in the employment sector to thd academic'
wo.rld set the stage for a growing-gap in the
expectations an,d needs of employers and
academic programs. Previously, the allied
health graduates wer-d-essentnklly pre-
pared to function in the specific tb chnie
tasks of their trade, but the removal from
that base has diluted the technical skills of
tfie graduates while increasing their
theoretical and conceptual competencies.
The employment sector -now decries the
inability of "educated" allied health
professionals to perform the jobs they
must do in delivering patient care. Ern:
.ployers accuse the educators, and the
educators accuse the employers, while
students reside somewhere in-the middle
of the battleground.

All of this confrontation is compounded
by the technological., explosion in health

1.



care of the Sixties and Seventies. r4ily
discoveries 9f new applications of knowl,
edge pressured the academician and the
employer both: to see to it that their clients

students ahd patients received the
most up-to-date service.S. This tilchnology
exPlosion has also pressured the allied
health educational administrator to de-,
velop new manpower resources to respond
to new demaxids.

SuMmary and Synthesis

Allied health educational administra-
tors must function in an environment that
is characterized by constant chaPige and
dexnand. Its very diversity, newness, and
growth characterizes 'allied health as a
health science group. The rapid movement
of the allied health specialties fron4 .
employer-based preparation to academic-
based preparation has created-an incrbas-
ing layering of ceontras. on the allied

AA.

health academic administrator. Changes
in the health care delivery system in both
ecotnomics and structure have demanOed
resPonsiveness and flexibility from the
abademic setting which were often diffig
cult to deliver. Caught up in this -flood of
dynamics is the allied health educational
administrator who must respond and act to
satisfy each of these pressure afeas.

As each of these areas of -dynamics
grows stronger, the concept of allied
health becomes more fragmented. Em-
ployer dewands for _students wtho can
function in the wbrk place, professional
demands for more independence, and
academic demands for ,more intellectual
preparation all seem to be running counter
to one another. Convergence of the needs of
these pressure points can be addressed and.
cakried out under the umbrella of well
designed and implemented interdisci-
plinary programs within the allied health
context.. The following chapters address
this developmental process for the aca-
demic allied health administrator.

10
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'CHAPTER II
A PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO DEFINING

"INTERDISCIPLINARY"

1

The word "interdisciplinary" is probably
one ot die most' misused terms in educa-
tionl jargon. "Interdisciplinary" has been
used to describe anything from freshman
English to surgery teams. Repeatd
attempts to clarify and purify "the term
have generally resulted in more heat than
light. Each definition concentrates on a
unique concept; all make sense. The
problem occurs when two persons try to
communicate using the same term and two
different meaningS. In an effort to provide
a coffiTnutrlicifgriage base, shed a bit of

. light on.the controversy, and, hopefully, to
dispel some illusions, a two:phase process
is used- to explore the concept. The first
phase will attempt to isolate the historical
de.terminants of interdisciplinary edul:
cation in the health sciences. The setond
phase will provide concrete definition
a:nd analyze it in- terms of how it has
appeared in the curriculum.

Historical Determinants

Academicians in higher education have
documented their thoughts on interdisci-
plinary studies for, at least, the past 50
years. Institutions such as Harvard and
the .University of Chicago have attempted
large scale interdisciplinary curricula
with varyi rees of success and
failure. The ra iona for interdisciplinary
studies is based on the common observa-
tion that the problems of the real world.are
not separable into disciplines. The objec-
tive of interdisciplinary studies Was,
perhaps, most succinctly stated by 's
McGrath wh'en he reviewed the University
of Chicago efforts:

The chief objective was not to turn out
math7maticians, historians, or psy-

4
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chologists, but educated men and
women who,- through acquaintance
with the great works of all time and
cultivation of .the ",intellectual vir-
tues," Would be equipped to lead
intelligent personal and civic lives.1,.
Thus, higher education has determined a

sense of direction which says that inter-...
disciplinary education ,is needed to teach
students in academic settings how to solve
problems of real life. The major objective
is not to imbrove the specific discipline
iihich the student is studying, but to
improve the student as a person when the
study of the discipline is completed.

The arena of health services delivery
clearly embodies the needs which bring
'about interdisciplinary efforts. No one in
the helping professions needs to be
resiinded that the health care industry is
big business. There are currently more
than 200 occupational titles related to
health.; Technology expands at a geo-
metric prOgression, doubling every 10
years. Recent conservative estimates
indicate that medical care accounts for
approximately eight percent of the gross
national product (GNP), a 67 percent
increase sinCe 1950. We now spend more
than $180 billion per year for medical mire,
an 800 percent increase over 1950 levels.

Any industry of this size, with this kind
of technological and occupational growth.
is going to experience tension, inflexi-
t3ility, and r6sistance to change. The result

subspecialization, rather rigid defini-
tions of roles and responsibilities, profes-
sionalisrh, turf-guarding, and other defen-
sive measure-/s.

1"Intez:disciplinary Studies: An Integration of
Knowledge and ExpeFiehee." -Earl J, ...McGrath. -

Change, Vol. 10..1978. p, 7.
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, Needless to say. specialization,, profes-
sionalism, and turf-guarding bring their
concomitant problems. Problems in com-
munications and coordinator; of health
care is a recurrent theme in the literature.
On an institutional level, administrators
often claim that interdepartmental rival-
ries thrive at the expense of quality patient
care. The breakdowns are traced to mis-
understandings of professional roles and
to the constraintsvand problems faced by
individual departments in accomplishing
their tasks. Health-related institutions,
such as hospitals, are organized. around
professional units. Members of the pro-
fessions are no t. generally motivated by
organizational goals, objectives, and
priorities. They work to meet their own
professional needs. Professionalism con-
mutes autonomy. Autonomous behaviors
are extremely wasteful in an organization
which depends on integrated service.

While the problems which create the
need for interdisciplinary approaches to
care occur in the care setting, educational
institutions are not particularly respon-
sive to these ne.eds: Historically, the
development of inthrdisciplinary educa-
tion within health professions education
has been directly proportional to the
changing practice of the delivery of health
care. In those areas where medicine and
dentistry have opened the focus of the
delivery of their sei.vices more toward
patient-centered care, rather than diseaSe-
centered care, shared delivery of services
(interdisciplinary, team, etc.) 'has in-
creased. In responding to the question
"Why is teamwork particularly important
in primary care?" Kindig responded:

The reason is that the comprehensive
relatively non-technical nature of
primary care includes a large number
of tasks that cannot be carried out
effectively by one person:2
This response provides the greatest clue

to the nature and role of interdisciplinary
education. The proliferation' of team
approaches has occurred in those areas
not dominated by high technology=pri-
mary care, family practice, public health,

2"Interdisciplinary Education for Primary Health
Care Team Delivery,- David ,Kindig. .1(51.1r Oa] of
Medicatphroation.. Vol. 50 No.-12. December 1975. p.
WO.

mental health, rehabilitation. The Model
here is one of collaboration.

Th6 reason that interdisciplinary educa-
tion has not taken root in health sciences
education is because most health science
centers (where schools of medicine reside)
are specialized cgre centers. High tech-
nology, high specialization, and profes-
sional turf-guarding preclude interdisci-
plinary development. Where efforts have
been made, the stimulus has come by and
large from outside sources.

The interdisciplinary practice and
education movements have been heavily
subsidized by the federal government
since its entry into health science educa-
tion and health delivery in the mid-1960s.
Federal efforts have been uncoordinated
and have come from- a number of sources,
such' as the Office of 'Equal Opportunity
(OEO) and various components of the
Departmeilth, Education, and
Welfare. OEOleias one of the first federal
agencies te suppor,t interdisciplinary
activity with the Yale-New Haven Medical
Center project involving medical, nursing,
and social work teams in neighborhood
health centers in 1966.

Although specific funds were not labeled
for tnterdisciplinary use; a number of
acagiRmic institutions, through various
sp$Vral project grant mechanisms in
mental health, medicine, nursing, and
allied health, were able to secure funds to
develop projects related to interdisci-
plinary activities. In "1974% under auspices
of the Health Professions Education
Assistance Act, the Bureau of Health
Manpower organized an Office, of Inter-
disciplinary Programs. That offipe had as
a prime responsibility the administration
of the Health Manpower Education Incen-
tive Awards Prograhi (HMEIA). The
HMEIA program was charged with foster-
ing approaches to teaching interdisci-
plinary primary care tO students. That
program, funded only in" f975, was re-
placed in 1976 by a general special projects
authOrization as- a part of Poblic Law
94-484.

Other federal agencies, such as the
Regional Medical Programs and the
Appalachian Regional Commissidn, have
also provided support for interdisci-
plinary education projects. Federal initi-
atives in funding have consistently been

5



on a project basis with minor evidences
that institutional funds have supplement-
ed or replaced federal dollars. Federal
projects appear to hakre been oriented ,
primarily toward 4pecific .clinical goals,
such as rural care, primary care, etc.,
using interdisciplinary approaches.

.The response of the private sector to tbe
development of 'interdisciplinary educa- -
tion has been significent. Foundations,
such as the Robert Wood Johnson Founda-
tion, the W. K. Kellogg Foundation and the
Ittleson Foundation, Inc., have been.
gener6us, with financial support tor
interdisciplinary educational activities.
The American Medical 'tudent Associa-
tion.,and universities haVe been major
reciiVents of support which enabled them
to Carry out much of their,programming.

Through the support of the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, the Institute for
Health Team Development (IHTD) wks
founded in 1973 on the premise that a
central resource could develop educa-
tional strategies, content, and training of
faculty which universities could then use
in preparing students for interdisci-
plinary approache's to the delivery of
primary care. Communications on inter-
disciplinary activities through a national
information network was also a focus of
'IHTD, which hoped to encourage the
development of even more activity. The
IHTD model, which was similar to the
HMEIA effort, was based on training
interdisciplinarS, faculty teams, prepared

' to teach and to provide role models for
students on university campuses. The
modpl mandated that medical centers be
the t cal points of activities, thus limiting
the potential participation of allied health
institutions.

Academic institutions liave played the
role of "manufacturer" in the process of
interdisciplinary education, typically
responding to "consumer de and" (stu-

.dents, funding incentives, c.), but not
'aggressively researching a d developing
the product. It appears th t interdisci-

.

plinary education, becaUse of its project
nature, has not developed into an integral
component of health science education.

SuMmary and Synthesis

Interdiscip4nary education has its roots

6

deeply -implanted in the health care
delivery system. As an educational pro-
cess, it hag a unique developniental
pattern; interdisciplinary education does
not appear to be a produciof educational
centers, but has been demanded of the
ed&atidnal centers by funding incentives,
students, private organizations and other
forces. There has been little faculty
initiativelordeVeloinng ihtetdisciplinary
education, thus .reaving it outside the
mainstream of disciplinary curricula.

Analysis of the Term

Interdisciplinary education is tha.t
process which develops as its ulti-
mate outcome the collaborative and
interdependent action among two or
more persons of different disciplines,
revolving around adcomplishments
of tasks or achievement of goals
which could best be achievtd through
such effort.
The key concePts in this definition are

collaboration, interdependence, tasks or
goals, and different disciplines. Some
authors, most notably Sue Eichhorn and Jo
Boufford otthe Institute for Health Team
Development, capitalize on differentiation
as a key element in distinguishing "team"
and "interdisciplinary" 'from other in-
.structional settings. Differentiation refers
to the processes whereby students explore
not only similarities'but also the aspects
which are unrque to their chosen'profes-'

, sion. It is through the exploration of
differenceS that students can discover the
unique contributians of other professions
and ways the professions can aid each
other in delivering services.

Interdisciplinary and teani approaches
to health care do not exist in a vacuum.
Central to any group endeavor, is a
common task or goal. However, the-task
does not need to be limited. It can include
collaborative planning and implementa-
tion of patienat care, collaborative re-
search, collaborative development of a
project, or many other situations.

The key word which distinguishes the
interdisciplinary process is the level of
collaboration and interdependence de-
signed into a program. Simply stated.



collaboration is working together Cooper-
atively, but it includes facility in commun-
ication, flexibility, problem solving, and
perspective. Interdependence is the full
integration of two or more systems of
knoWledge and skills, which uniquely
bear on .the definition and solution of a
given problem. In an interdependent
situation the whole of the combined

o dge and skills is certainly greater
an the suin ofr the parts.

ith a definition of interdisciplinary,
the task remains to distinguish the term
from other.. similar concepts. The most
confusion revolves ariwnd the inter-
changeable use of "coi-en curriculum,"
"mUltidisciplinary," "in sciplinary,"
and "tram.'7 Core curricjm is a concept
devoted exclusively to &ntent issues in
education. Multidisciplinary, interdisci-
plinary and team approaches refer to
processes by which certain content is
transmitted or tasks accomplished.

.
. Core curriculum is used to describe

those courses devoted to common content
of the' involved disciplines. "Core" can
refer to preprofessional courses, as mod-
eled by the University of Nevada aifienci,
to professional basic sciences, and to
common interest topics, such as health
systems, ethics, problems. of aging, etc.
The philosophy behind this movement is
that if students learn together they use the
same language base, facilitate communi-
cations, and thus collaborate more easily.
A second theory is that by increasing
stticient/ faculty ratio in common content
areas, universities can maximize re-

-. sources and reduce costs. Unfortunately,
ekperiments in core curriculum for basic
health sciences have not been very success-
ful, since the informational needs of the
professions vary so much that such a core
produces more frustration than positive
learning.

Multidi sciplinary approaches involve
several disciplines focusing on one lirob-
lem or issue juxtaposed so that each point
of view is exposed, but without making
explicit the possipole relationshilaS be-
tween disciplines. The crigcardifference
between multi-- and inter7disciplinary
approaches is the level of collaboration
and integration designed into.the process.
The typical hospital serves as 'an excellent
example of Multidisciplinary activity.

A myriad of goods and servibes /are
offered to the patient under one roof ii the
hospitalX ray, laboratory, phy ical
therapy, emergency, housekeepin , nur-
sing, and many others. Each o these
services is embodied in a pa,iticular
department. with its own staff,. Tolicies,
procedures. Eaoh department .May meet
certaip needs of the consumer bait not in an
integrted manner. Sc4edu1ing/becornes
monstrous task wheiCthe needs of indi-
vidual patients conflict with Policies and
procedures of ditpartfnents Hospitals are
multidepartmehtal organiza,tienV!irg-a-
nized around the needs of depaitments, not
those of the consumers.

Interdisciplinary team building is also
used interchangeably with intdrdisci-
plinary education. Team building is, in
reality, the next point on the continuum,
building new apPlications and new con-
cepts to the collaborative and integrative
concepts of interdisciplinary. Tearn build-
ing is really transdisciplinary, beyond the
clisciplkines. Whereas interdisciplinary
programs begin with the disciplines and
integrate activities, teams start with the
issues or problems and, through the
process of problem solving, bring to,bear
the knowledge of those .disciplines that
contribute to a solution. It is a problem-

\oriented approach.
The formats for educating students of

different-disciplines together fall on a\
continuum from core curriculum and\
multidisciplinary efforts to interdisci-
plinary efforts to team building. An ideal
educational approach to interdisciplinary
actiVity would begin as ,sdon as the
students enter their professional pro-
grams. Core curriculum on the basic
issues in health could provide the various
disciplines a comknon language base. On
the professional\level, an interdisci-
plinary student orientation program
would be useful in fostering communica-
tions and also have a great symbolic
impact. This orientation would reinforce
the need to usecollaborative techniques as
a normal method of delivering patient
care. Interdisciplinary seminar courses
on the junior and senior levels could
proVide instruction in the base-line inter-
disciplinary objectives. On the clinical
level, interdisciplinary teams could then
apply the base-line oblectives in the

7



practical .situation (i.e., sharing infbrma-
, tion, developing trust levels, collaborative

problem solving, etc.),

What_Does It Look Like?

Thus far the, term interdidciplinary has
been defined; distinguished from, and
related to similar conceptg. The task
remains to look at predominant models of
activity and to determine their outcomes,
similarities, and place in curriculum,
Interdisciplinary programs in academic
centers roughly break down into four
major Models of presentation:

8

I. Common Issge:
Typically a didatic approach in the
classroom setting using a combina-
tion Qf lecture and small group discus-
sion with a common issue, i.e., health
care systems,, ethics, etc.; generally
emphasizing information exchange
with limited- or no collaboration or
interdependence required of students.
In this sense, it is a multidisciplinary
activity.

II. Case Presentation:
Typically a pron.lem-solving ap-
proach utipzing a patient or topical
area which permits input from a
number of disciplines,: can be a real
case or simulated activity; generally
initiates role sharing, information
sharing, and the early stages of
collaboration and interdependence:
does not, require actual delivery of
service or actiyity.

III. Team, Research:
A more intensive problem-solving
approach focusing on the need to
producea product at the completion of
the activity, generally a project-
oriented program, normally focusing
on community type subjects (directory
of community services); intensifies
interdependence and, collaboration
with introduction to role differentia-
tion abiong specialties.

IV. Team, Patient Care: .

Generally takes place in a clinical'
setting with students participating in
a collaborative, interdei3endent man-
ner focusing on the delivery of patient
care, utilizing 'referral techniques and
with a majonfocus oh a team approach.

The common .issue model is by far the
N. most predominant interdiSciplinary for-

mat At the University of Minnesota;, at
the behest of the students on campus,
the administration of the medical center
formed a faculty committee from all dsci-
plines to develop common courses. Uging
allied health as an administrativefocits,
elective courses of an interdisolipli#ary
nature were 'developed. Courses ranged
from such core functions as coremary-pul-
monary resuscitation to more interdisci-
plinary actfyites, such is health sy$tems
and ethics.

One of the exempIaTy. allied heal
efforts in interdisciplinaty$strategies W. as
initiated at the University Vf.-ConnectiOut
in 1973. A twO7semester sequence of
coursework was...developed. The first se-
mester focuses on common disciplinary
issues. with students participatihg in
large 'lecture situation's then breaki/ig into
small interdgciplinary groups
sion. A team project is required'a a part of
the course, thus intensifying participa-
tion. The subject matter ilicludes team con-
cepts, health cafe organization4 and con-
sumerism. In the second semester, stndents
are allowed to choose topics/of interest
through mi,ni-course offerings.. These
courses are also essentially didactic, but
done in small groups. In. the summer of
19*t8'; the university developed a clinical
experience for students t:o apply the
didaCtic work.

In 1973, "the University iof Kentucky
College of Allied Health Professions de-
veloped a similar two-semester sequence
entitled "AlliOd Health Colloquium." The
first semester course now einploys an
interactive small group-oriented mode to
such common issues as commUnications,
ethics, law, pfoblems with the elderly and
handicapped, problems in interprofes-
sional interaction, death and dying, and
'others. The second semester is devoted to
more in-depth mini-courses on such topics
as health economics, community health

1
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sessment, value cl
Management and su

The case prese
Commonly seen
grand rounds. P
activity is a co

, tool. Unfortuna
.ture of interclis

..: far between. T
' 'development

, Process coul
course.

.! The liter ure is fraught with teatn pro-
grams pas and present.. Probably the old-
est and belt known health team'approach
is the . fonndation-supported American
Medical Student Association (AMSA)
Health T 'am Project Using a research

v th disciplines Pendsand ,heal
tearh for at, students from various uni-

ersities
eight weeks' in rural communities- accom-

. pishing tasks specified by the communities.
The University of Kentucky developed a

health team program in 1972the Ken-
tucky January Program'. Employing both
research and patient care team forniats,
the program focus was either community
health assessment or family care through
home health agencies. One of the first team
projects based in allied hedlth, the program
greW into a national program with students
in 1 disciplines from nearly 20 'colleges
and universities participating. The pro-
gran closed in 1979 with the opening of the
Health. Systems Clerkship program.

Tho: University of Kentucky's Health
Systems Clerkship incorporates all of the,
basic interdisciplinary models. Studentss,
prepare for the experience and develop
th*ir teams in a - mini-course designed
around \ community assessment- simula-
tion. OnCe in the field, the team combines
preceptorship activities and community
assessmer into case presentations. Stu-
dents select a case through relevant com-
munity structures, collect needed inforrna-
tion for ot1ier menibers of the team and,
during cas presentations, develop a col-
laborative t eatment plan for the patient.
A community ass ssment is also included
as a team task: .

Thel UniVers y of Kentucky also
'sponsors the S miller Interdisciplinary
Team Experie ce (SITE). Run concur-
rently and eoiperatively with the AMSA.
and Consortla for Health Education in

rification, education,
wad in organiiations.

ati.on motiel As most
rough simulation or

adoxically, this kind of
mon- clinical education

ely, reports in the litera-
iplinary twists are few.and
s area is fertile grOund for

ince the interdisciplin'ary
be easily integrated into the

Appalachia Ohio (CHEAO) health te rn
programs, the program combines pre ep-
torship, community assessment, om-
munity project, and patient care tas s into'
a six- to eightweek program:

Most of the institutions partic ating in
the' Health Manpower Incenti e Awards
Program combined classroom nd clinical
activities. The Universities 0 shilagton
at Seattle: Nevada, Reno; Alabania in
Birmingham: and No th Carolina
developed.excellent prog ams 'oriented to
family practice. Unforti nately, most of
these efforts diminihed1 as funding
ceased. The Universit, of Nevada,. Reno
is the only instituti4 n Which ha,s suc-
cessfully maintained/its'rutaLhealth team,
program.

Eacli program a ministi-ator has made
sonfe decisions r ative tolhe .interdisci-
plinary course s*ontent, but more often
than not, the -interdisciplinary concept-
emphasizes applietpiorr more than
tent. Recognizing at a variety_ each-
ing" strategies 'were being implernented
under the rubric Of interdisciplinary edu-
cation, the Center Or Interdisciplin.ary
Edudation in.Allied Heal,th cOnstructecrthe
following taxonomy of teaching Orate
gigs. The mat attelripts to illustrate thefx

outcome effe ts of different interdisqi-
plinary Mode s and teaching strategieslas
they relate /to the .basic developmental
needs far i terdisciplinary collaboralion
and team d velopment (see, Table,1). i

This ap 1

interdisci inary eclucatican as an action,
real-wor process. This table does not

,-,suggest at straight delivery (lecture,
etc.) is i ppropriate in interdisciplinary

7 educati , but that learning ottcomes are :
better a the student participation level
increas . Application of these tpa.ching
stratqgi s rarely occurs in an integrated
faShion :Interdisciplinary coursework is
usuallyeither didactic or clinical in nature
with' l ttle integration of the two ,'
approa es. , '

Despi the .clifferences -in format;
outeorne nd activity of interdisciplinary
nthdels: they all have certain faCtors in
comnoL. Seen as either a blessing or a
curse y educators, interdisciplinary
course

oach reinforces the concepts

9
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TABLE 1

TEACHING STRATEGIES AND THEIR ItTENTIAL OUTCOME
EFFECTS RE!.,ATED TO TEAM DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

Teaching
Strategy-

A

Development Needs

Goal S tting
Role-
'Negotiation

Group
Procedures

Interpertional
Relations

-Common Issue
Lecture
Seminar.

Case Presentation
Simulation
Clinical

Conference

Resekl..rch Team

Patient Care Team

very lOw
medium

medium high
medium high

high
. -

very high

low Very low
medium medium

, -

Medium high ;,:-:rriedium hIgh
med4im, high meditun high

high - high

very high very high

very low
medium

medium
medium

high

very high

Focus on selected commonalities'
among disciplines
Generally invoke an activity level

6 Are problem-oriented
Sacrifice depth for intensity and rigor.
Generalize minor points in order' to
ac..conikodate multip.le types of
students
Attempt to provide realistic ap-
proaches to subject matter
Require facilitative, not directive,
teaching

These similarities *ill be seen to a
greatet or lesser degree in both "team"
models and ,;:common issues" 'models.
Since by definition interdisciplinary edu-
cation is as concerned with the prbcess of
learrieg as the content of a given topic,
cerNin trade-offs are necessary. A
physical therapy student could certainly
gain much more depth in the practice of
physical therapy in a clinical situation if
he/ she Were not in a team. However, the
student would not have the opportunity to
deal with the t6tal context of patient care
as seen thrpugh other professionals' eyes.
Thus, the decisions on the utility, dppth,
and quality of interdisciplinary education

10

in the health science curriculum become
philosophical ones.

-To Go or Not To Go Interdisciplinary

In 1977, Ann Galin and Alex Duncanis of
the University of Pittsburg surveyed 124.
health professions schools to ask three
simple questions about the eitent of inter-
disciplinary team training in their
schools.3 Table 2 depicts the result of that
work.

It is interesting to note that while 90
percent of the respondents indicated that it
was important to have specific teaching
about the health care team, only 34 percent
offered such ccoursework. Social wprk and
nursing *ere- the disciplines most
frequently offering such courses. Only
about one-third of the allied health pro-
grams responded that health team func-

3"Studies of the Operation of Interdisciplinary
Health Teains Being Conducted." Anne Golin and
AleOP Duncanis. Prospectus for Change. Center for
Interdisciplinary Education in Allied Health,
Lexington, Kentucky; Vol. 2 No, 3, May-June 1977.

$



tion,ing was a part of their curriaulum.
Ultimately the interdisciplinary. rgicepts
must be dealt with by allied health
educators in ,relation to the interdisci-
plinary role in health professions
education. A hard rethinking of the very
foundation of the educational' process is
necessary.

In int effort to capture &tine data on that
issug: Rodger Marion of the steff of the
Center for Interdisciplinary Education in
Allied Hektlth- at the University of

' e Kentucky cbnducted a survey of 138 allied
health, medical, pharmacy, social work,
and nursing .programs. The survey was
designed to elicit academic perceptions of
a set, of-ideal oUtcbme gtials for bean*
professions education. The outcome goal .

were generated through a modified Delphi
technique with representative faculty and
academic administrators from a cross

section of Southeastern and Northeastern
health professions programs. Nine out-

. .come goals were established:
1) Technical/Professional Skills
2) Verbal t oinniunication Skills
3) Problem-Solving Skills
4) Philosophy of Practice
5) Health,and the Relationship Between

Man and t1ç Environment
6) Professiona Role in Health Care
7) Collaborativ Action Skills
8) Interpersona Regard Skills
9) Value Clarification Skills
There was agreement al:hong thbse sur-

veyed that these nine goals included what
should I* expected ef health science grad).
uates. Howeirer, the importance of each
geal within the disciplines had some
variation. Of importance to interdisci-
plinary education are the goals relating to
the professional role in health care,

TABLE 2

CLIRRICUL OVISIONS FOR TEACHING

ABOUT THE ION OF THE HEALTH CARE

TEAM N ROFESSJONAL SCHOOLS

Percent Answering Yes to the Qbestions

Question

Is it important
to lave specific
curricular pro-
Visions for
teitching about
the functions of-
the health care
team?

Have you con-
sidered includ-
ing such a
course or unit?

Do yeti have
. such a course or,

unit?

Allied Health DeiIsfry Medicine. Nursing Social Work Total
(N,--22) N- 24) (N=24) -(N=29) (N=25) (N=124)

94 88 79 93 96 90

79 70 72 84 79

21 25 41 48 34

11



collaborative action skills and interper-
sonal regard skills. RespOndents gave
strong support tp professional role and

collaboration skills but n t as much for
interpersonar regard skil1s. It is of par-.
ticular interest to note that the Allied
.health educators gave less importance to
cbllaborative action than any of the other

e ' professions. While_apparently supportive
\ of the need for teaching the professional

role in health care, allied health educators
were -less interested ba,n, educators in
ihedicine, -pharmacy, and nuriing in
teaching collaborativ Skills.

Marion's results 'indicate that within
this stud3r population, allied health educa-
tors apparently feel thatthose skills which
conceivably could be taught through inter-
dispiplinary activities are among the less
important skills needed by graduates of
health science programs. Allied health
educatorS identified skills within the
disciplines as most important, while in
contrast, medical and nursing educators'
felt the transdisciplinary skint were more
important. ,

Perhaps the greatest factor in defining
the 'rolevaf the interdisciplinary concept
within the spectrum of 'allied health
education is that of having allied health
educators accept the philosophy that
within the process of preparing allied
health professionals, all activities carried
out do not havektc lead to specific, defini-
tive, technical competencies. As presented
in the literature of higher vducation, the
ultimate outcome of interdisciplinary edu-
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cation should not be construed to produce
better technician In a specialty but, in 14ct,
a better person who can apply that spe-
cialty. The issue then becomes involved
with the differences betweenA technician
and a Professibnal and what prdeesses are
incorporated to create these differences.
This raises questions for interdisciplinary..
education as to what- roles it has at the ,
vocational-technical level aikd community
college level as well as at the university
level of allied health education.

AnsWers tp the ciuestions of what kind
..and how much interdisciplinary education ,
is needed depend largely on the answers to
questions regarding the purposes of th'e
educational program and expected,
outcomes Af instruction. Additional:1i
will be shed by administrators as tlieylettl
with issues of resoiirce allocation. The
issue releVant to interdisciplinary eduda-
ton is not always what is taught but hoW
it is taught. The implication is that con-
current with a curriculum review there
must be analysis of how faculty can be
developed to incorporate thenew teaching
method. philosophies, and behaviors int,T
everyda,v teaching.

A final caveat is warranted here. Simply
because a health professions school
cannot build a patient-care team model of
interdisciplinary_ activity should not
preclude inveStigation of other models. A
common issue model, though outcomes are
relatively modest, is an excellent starting
point from which to build,
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CHAPTER 1 1 ISSUES EXPLORATION

A number oiaissues must be addressed by
the administrator *of the allied health unit

'in developing an interdi'sciplinary thrust.
These issues are essentially related to the
tools of production (organization of the
program, faculty, and curriculUm), the
raw material (students), and the final
product (the reality of the outcome of inter-
disciplinary sfforts).

Organizational and Resource Issue

The he`aith seience iducation institution
presents two major organizational bar-
riers-Jo the _development of interdisci-
plinary activity. First is the basic nature of
the structure of academic institutions.
Faced with a variety of missions imposed
upon them by a multiple set of publics,
academic institutions have a tendency to
deyelop complex, rigid structures.to deal
with the multiplicity of expectatiotis. This
rigidity has been reinforced .through the
standards of regional and program accred-,
iting bodies. These agencies have estab-

- lished procedural and curriculum struc-
tures to which the institutions have
responded by developing time frames of
learning episodes (Semesters, qi.Yarters,
etc.) and schedules (classes, labs, etc.).
These structures were established to bring
order and effective use ofscarce resources
(facilities, faculty time, etc.) to these com-
plex institutions. Another major purpose
was to create a universal standard of qual-
ity in academic programs. However, the
result has been a sameness in which all
leakhing endeavors are aAike and of equal
value (credit hours) and'Eonducted under
similar institutional conditions (clas-
roomt, labs, clinics, etc.). Basically, aca-
demic organizations have shown little
creativity in designing structures from
which to deliver the educational produCt.
DiSciplines have tended to draw together,
creating an organizational separatism_
(colleges, departments, et,c.) which creates

liattiers to joint or interdisciplinary eh-
de vors. All of .these ktivities and move-
ments are neceisark to the pres rvation of
the traditional academic instit tion, but
are an tmpediment to ,mon-tra itional,
innovative approaches to learning.

The second major barrier to interdisci-
plinary education within academie

-institutions is the orKanizatior,of health
science education itself. Basco:ally, the
nature of health science education is such
that it thrives on the orderliness and
separatism created by the academic,
institution's organization, s disciplines
pull inward, it becomes mete difficult to
bring studetits together in' a meaningful
manner. Schedules and curriculum re-
quirements cause students to have less
time fbr ictivities outside their discipline,
thus limiting the overall exposure of the
students tO matters not of the discipline.
As each discipline becomes strongerirdik
ferent objectives begin to appear-,--more
discipline-ol'iented than health-oriented.
The patient as a total entity becomes less
important than the patient as perceived
by that discipline. As a result, common-
alities aniong students and their educa-
tional programs decrease, making ;more
difficult the efforts to bring about common
learning exyeriences. Complex barriers
may also be brosight about due to different
levels of students in academic and clinical.,
settingsundergraduate and grhduate
as well as diffelent levels of educational
programsassociate degree, baccalaure-
ate degree, master's degreein each disci-
pline. All of these elements of separatism
create continuing dialogue problems
among faculty, students, and administra-
tionthe holder of the resources. The final
combination of organizational (structure)
barriers and health science education
(process) barriers leads to problems in the
design of interdisciplinary education.

Interdisciplinary activity, no matter the
original structure, ultimatIly depends
upon individual efforts. There is, however,

20 .
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a /-catch-2?" in which the\ efforts of
individuals can and will be conditioned by-
the structure and the environment of, the
institution. It must be understood that
traditional academic organizations (uni-
versities, colleges, schools, and depart-
ments) are typically developed to enhp,nce
monodisciplinary, not, interdisciplinary,
activities. Individual effort then beconies
the tear in the organizational fabric that
develops the interdisciplinary concept.

Wit lapott resources that the organization
provides, however, .the interdisciplinary
effort wOuld fail: The organization's
support for interdisciplinary activity
generally falls into two categories:

1. Hard Resources
2. Philosophical Agreement
Hard resources are generally 4hose

items which can be seen or counted
money, faculty time, space, equipment,
and support services (duplicating, secre-
tarial time, etc.). Within a. traditional
organization these are typically the most
desirable areas of support, but for inter-
disciplinary a ivities they are usualky the
last supports t be made available.

Pli-osophica agreement as a support
resource is typically evidenced by those
activities under an individual's control:,
meeting attendance, willingness to con-'

cooperativebehaviors efforts to
understand concepts, etc. In ,developing
.intei-disciplinary activities this4 is
probably the easiest supPort resource to
attract for the initial short-term develop-
ment phase.

These two stiPport resources come in
varying degrees and combinations,Strong
and equal degrees of each-can and should
produce interdisciplinary education. that
has both longevity and depth. While the
philosophical support is necessary for de-
velopment, purposes, the hard institu-
tional,resonrces must be present to insure
the survival and permaneicof the inter-
disciplinaiw activity.

Identification of these pport resources
is not enough without determining their
Sources. Generally, there are three basic
organizational publics in education which
control elements of the two basic support
areas:

I. Administration
2. Paculty
3. Students
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Each of theSe groups has at its disposa
an ill-defined contror over .the siipport
resources. Administration, as defined here,
includes all those involved in controlling
hard resOcurcesthe board, the president,
vice, president, dean, 'and department
chairman. While philosophical :Agreement
is not that difficult to obtain, the-Nal trick
is to finally ferret out the hard resources
that will sustain the interdisciplinary
effort.

Faculty and students are generally
askeh to pay the highest price in provid-
ing sfipport for interdisciplinary activ-
ities. The organization's administration,
through its philosophical agreement,
makes no commitment other than a
passive promise not to impede. Students
in particular make a strong personal com-
mitment When, they agree to interdisci-
plinary activitiles. Because these activities
generally impinge upon, disciplinary
matters, stUdents potentially relinquish
some knowledge they might be gaining in
their chosen. profession.

The development of inteisdisciplinary
activity depends on the ability of the de-
developer to deliberately construct and de-
liver an interdisciplinary program that
will meet the specific needs of each sup-
port public. In essence, a determination.
of the needs of each public Must be made
and then the interdisciplinary program
must be designed to deal specifically with
those needs. If full-time-equivalent (FTE)
students are critical to the administration .
then the larger.the enrollment the better. If
tenure is important' to 'the 'faculty, the
ipterdisciplinary activity' must be
developed to meet tenure requirementt. If
students want to participate at _a certain
time of the year, the program 'should be
scheduled at that time.

Faculty Issues

Faculty issues ,raised by the
interdisc-ipfinary approach tend to group
themselves into, four .rnajor categories:

'entives, new teaching skills, new man-
ement skills, and evaluation. Most

a adernic reward systems are built upon.



disciplinary activities of teaching, 're-
search, and kervice. Commitment to and'
participation in interdisciplinary activ-
itieq requires great iJavOlvement of time
and ;nergy. To maintain this commitment
level, academic institutions need to adjust
'their incentive conce,pts, specifically
promotion and tenure, to accommodate the
cohtributions a faculty to interdisciplin-
ary teaching, research, and service be-
cause fabulty tied to traditional discipline-
oriented rewards will not make a commit-
ment to the interdisciplinary process.

Closely in line with promotion, and ten-
ure issues is the problem ofconveyinOrew
teaching skills to faculty. Interdisciplin-
ary teaching generally requires that
faculty become facilitativq and less direc-
tive within teaching apptoiaches. It further
requires flexibility in meeting objectives.
,Since the outcomes of the interdisciplin-
ary experiences are sometimes vague and
delayed in occurring, faculty must be able
ta adjust their style to accommodate this
uncertainty.

In sum, interdisciplinary approaches
require faculty training programs. Before
they can effectively model and deliver
interdisciplinary concepts, faculty
themsleves must be prepared. This can be
a major issue of resistance.on the part of
senior-level faculty.

_ Evaluation becomes a major faculty
issue in the interdisciplinari, approach. In
discipline-oriented activities, faculty
generally evalnate students and they, in
turn, are evaluated by students 'on the
basis of specific content delivery: The
subjectivity of the interdisciplinary
course requires that faculty evaluate
students not only on content but on
affective grounds as well, a sometimes
difficult responsibility. Faculty, too, are
now evaluated by students in an affective
Manner which'is often su,bject to less than
objective thinking. Peer evaluation

411brought on by interdisciplinary activitiens
is another sensitee issue for faculty.

Academic allied health administrators
must bt; aler't to establishing the param-
eters of these faculty issues and be diligent .
in, their administration.

Student Issues

Students alSh bring oissues of concern
with them to the interdisciplinary
progrkm. Spitzer, writing in the December
1975, Journal of Medical Education on
"Issues *for Team Delivery of Interdisci-
-plinary Education," recounts some of
these by stating:

Frequently, there are real and
perceived incompatibilities in
'learning goals, career goals, and
basic background .brought to the
[interdisciplinary] experience . . .

ph.] are aggravated when the
rate of learning desired or
anticipated is not synchronous
among the various disciplines.

Students usually enter the interdisci-
plinary experience after they have devel-
oped a sirong professional identity: then
they are confronted with a Situation which
requireuthem to admit to deficits in their
knowledge and their need to depend on
others to accomplish patient-care tasks.
This creates insecurity and potential re-
sentxnent of the experience. Relating the
objectives of, the interdisciplinary experi-
ence to the students' spheres of reference,
their discipline, is critical in the inter-
disciplinary process in order for the--
students to transfer the learning.
%/Faculty responses, to a question on
student participation in interdisciplinary
activity, as described in a December 1976
Regional Spotlight published by the
Southern Regional Education Board,
reinforce these observations:

Indiscriminant mixing of students
is often a problem. Because of past
conditioning to ordered and
accumulated learning, many are
unable to accept such an unstruc-
tured and, many times, inconclu-
sive situation. Perhaps interdisci-
plinary study should avoid stu-
dents whose expectations are irre-
mediably conventional.

Academic allied health administrators
must then deal with several real issues:
Should the interdisciplinary courses be
required? How much cferlit should be
given? How will students be evaluated and.
graded?

Once the delivery mechanism of the
4.
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interdi iplinary course is determined,
the gene al trend is to make the experience
voluntafr In' essence, this approach pre-
selects estudents based on interest and
oft9n ikeS- the delivery of the course
ea(si .bectse of higher motivation.

a datory jartieipation,. on the other
d, often onverts students who would

/fiorinally,no articipate, but such experi-
ences do tend be conducted in a stressful
atmosphere. T e deéision of mandatory or
elective participaiion .gis an issue each
allied health program must face
independently.

Credit and evaluation are closely tied
together as incentive for the' student to
participate in the interdisciplinary
experience. Academic credit based on
traditional formulaa is a must for the inter-
4isciplinary program. Becavse of -the
interpersonal requirements in the inter-
disciplinary course, there is a tendency to
^de on a pass/fail basis. This in essence
says to the student that the interdisci-
plinary learning is not as valuable as the
discipline's learning because it cannot be
certified with the same degree of, letter-
grade accuracy. S.tudents also feel that
evaluation on a graded basis for interPer-
sonal behaviors is subject to unfair bias by
faculty. For this reason interdisciplinary
course'g should be treated like discipline
courses: if qualifications of learning are
evaluated in the disciplines, then they
should be evaluated in the intOdisdi-
plinary courses.

Curriculum Issues

Organiiational and resource issues,
faculty issues, and student issuesA.are all
superseded by issues related to the overall
framework of the allied health unit's
curriculum structure and its constraints.

Accreditation is perceived as perhaps
the biggest "tangible" barrier to imple-
menting and conducting interdisciplin-
ary educational activities. Marilyn-Lu
Jacobsen, in her doctoral dissertation
study,' Perceptions of Interdigciplinary
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Health 1-Frofessions Education within,
Health Science Centers, found that the vice -

presidents of academic health science cen-
ters responding to her research considered
"rigid accredita:tion standards" as the
number one external barrNr to conducting
interdisciplinaxy educ4tion.

The Study of Accreditation of Seleeted
Health Educatignal ,Prograzps, CommiS- .

skim Report (SASfIEP) of May.. 1972,
concludes:

Fundamental changes in the
organization of accreditation of
allied health educational
programs are needed to promote
improvement in interprofessional
relationships: to provide greater
assurance to society that the
accrediting 7prOceSs will be con-
ducted in the pubilic interest; andto
provide a more equitable balance

- among the marly diverse parties
having a legitimate interest in the
accreditation of allied health edu-
cational programs.

The SASHEP study indicated hat
accreditation was a process which isolated
the disciplines, thus, academic programs
could hardly be expected to meet the de-
mands of separate accreditation standards
with interdisciplinary programs. As a
final proposal for restructuring the
ac9reditation system, the SASHEP report
recommended, as part of its Coubeil on
Accreditation for Allied Health Education,
the formation of:

Essentials and Educational
Standards Committee

A broadly representative cern-
mittee on essentials and 'ed-u0a-
tional standards should be estab-
lished to encourage a coordinated
approach to comprehensive
curricular development among
the. allied health occupatiobs.
Because of the' interdependefiegof
the allied health professions 'in
both the educational and serVice
settings,' it "is 'imperative that
educational standards for any
given health profession be consid-
ered in the context of those .t'pr
other related health professions.
Thus, while- individual health'

7.: professional organizations will
-
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likely cont.inue to take the initia-
tive in developing, drafting, and
recommending essentials for the
accreditation of allied health edu-
cational programs, the cominittee
on es"sentials and educational
standards should be responsible
for studying,- analyzing, and
reviewing all essentiali in the con-
texht of thoSe for othsr related pro-
fessions.

Accrediting bodies use cOurse titles in
evaluating programs. Interdisciplihary
experiences tend to be content-oriented
and broadly titled, thus providing a course
problem across disciplines. In structuring
the interdisciplin'ary course, accreditation

_is not the problem, itmight seem if well-
defined pontent. is laid out in the design
-prOVess.

To the allied health educa'tiimal admin-
istrator, -one o-f the forethost barriers to
the interdisciplinary, experience is that of
the schedules developed by the respective
programs within the allied health unit.
Each discipline typically develops its own
course scheduling which inevitably ere-

. ates the first wall 61 resistance to design-
ing efforts to bring students together.
There are several approaches to salve this
scheduling problem:

1. Offer the interdisciplinary course out-
side the normal scheduled time: summer,
evenings, weekends, etc.

2, 'Construct the interdisciplinary
schedule to meet the discipline schedules
as closely as possible, knowing some
students will be left out

3. Reconstruct the _schedules of the
discipline programs to accommodate the
interdisciplinary activity.

Within the context of scheduling prob-
lems, is also the issue of course content
and its sequencing. The nature of anted
health disciplines is such that course con-
tent normally is not synchronized.

Perhaps the most effective ihanner_ in
which to deia with scheduling, content
sequencing, and content objectives is to
restructure the discipline schedules 'to
make a common time available for all
students in the allied health unit
develop the interdisciplinary experiences
at levels, within the discipline curriculum

junior, senior, etc. This probably creates

the biggest, shock 4nit4ally1but estab-
lishes a, smoother course in the long run.

Potential economies can be attained in
the interdisciplinary approach through
shared content instruction. The issue of
shared content across multiple discipline
curricula has caused much debate but can
be answer
to instructi
around an inte
conducted in Ke
are an alternate
shared content thro
plina17 approach. /

through revised. approaChes
. Mini-course offerings
isciplinary core, such as
tucky nd Connecticut,

hicle, for developing
h the interdiscil.

OutcomNeafIti e-s

Ihterdi dipli ary education has, as its
; Amain sel ng point, its outcome potential

for both tudents and faculty. While the
problenas laSsociated with developing and
impleme ting the interdisciplinary eiti-e-
rience be ome the focal point for discus-
sion, the butdome realities are the mos
important issues. Allied health disci-
plines, in the rush to legi 'Inize their role
in the delivery system, ha e succeeded in
developing well structure , yet isolated,-
approaches to patient carer In most
stances, these approaches dO not hold up
in the practice environmeht Students
taught to (rely on themselves, in grofes-'
sional is91ation, have problems !with
effectively', delivering their skills in the
context oractual practice. Interdisciplin-

lborative\
ences force stu

nd interdependent situations,
ary exper
i

dents into col-

which set he stage fin- their practice
environme .

Faculty face the same problems as
students in rationalizing their roles out-
side ttle context of their specific discipline.
Interdi iplinary activities condition fac-
ulty to ecome more receptive to change
and coop rativeness, thus improving their
effective ss in the academic environment.

The oil ome reality for the interdisci-
plinary perience is that it is not
something that adds to the discipline base
of each alli d health profession but, in fact,
contributes o the effectiveness with which
each allied ealth professional carries out
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services. There is great difficulty in-quan-
tifying the gain in cognitive or psycho-
motor skills brought on by the interdisci-
plinary experience as it is essentially an
affective experience.

While students, and faculty gain added
diversions of., individually possessed
skills through the interdisciplinAy
approaches, the allied health institution
should ,begin to observe a more tangibl'e
gain in its reputation for producing
graduates who Can be a:ccommodated in
the WOrk plaCe.. Graduates who 'can
realistically function in job situations as
well as in the academic program help
bridge the gap of expectation between the
work place and academia. ,

Summary and Synthesis

Academic allied health *administrators
must identify and analyze the specifics of
several issues related to interdisciplinary
education's impact organizatio true,*
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pure and resources, faculty, students, cur-
ictilum, and outcomes. Each of these

issues will occur in different forms and
levels within, various allied health units.
Their resolution will also be different from
place to place:

Within all of these issues however, one
message is clear: interdisciplinary educa-
tionrxequires an unpretedented explana-
tion of how allied health education has
been managed in the papst, The comPlexi-
ties of establishing and maintaining inter- .
disciplinary experiences cannot be Ole-.

gated to a departmentalized faculty, but
must be carried out bra well managed and
coordinated effort of the entire allied
health unit's human resources. Inter-
disciplinary education must be in a
position to consume more than it gives at -

the onset and it must be continually moni-
tored throughout its impleinentation. In-
terdisciplinary courses are painful to
traditionalists, but are necessary for
improvement of the educational process
and product of allied health.

.6
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CHAPTER I
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION MAKING

- Possibly the most ominous barrier to the
development of interdisdiplinary evtiyity,
in-health professions educlgioh isthe'Very
organizational structure 'designed to
foster the educational prOcess. Complex
organilations ake .depaitmentalized iii
order to gain some measure of control over
both internal processes and product.
However, when departments are built
around single professions, the effedt is one
of building- barriers to communication.
Tfie departments isolate themselves into.- safe fiefdoms, fighting over resource allo-
cation but holding sacred control ovAr
their students and curriculum. The
challenge for the admibistrator, then, is
not only to facilitate development of inno-

_
vative instructional forms, but also to deal
with the complex web of organizational
change. This change will certainly aim at
organizational behavior patterns and
could reach as far as the orgavizational
structure itself.

To deal with such a large scope of admin;
istrative decision makihg, this chapter
will explore two levels 'of decisions'. The
-first level represents those decisions,
which begin the change process. It in-
cludes organizational goal setting, prob-

, lem diagnosis, and postures necessary for
interdisciplinary detTelopment. The sec- .

ond level of decisions relates to the is.slles
of implementation and maintenance of
interdisciplinary activity, the nitty-gritty
of program. operation.-,

Phase 1: Managing the Change Prbcess

As stated previmisly; developrhent
.interdisciplinary. pfdgramming depends
on a serious rethinking of-the foundations
of the educational process. Specifically,
administrators must seek answers to three
basic questions:

1. Por what are students being prepared
=appreciation for life: culture, arts?,
technical tasks?
the world of work!?

2: What characteKistiCs (outcome goals)
.are expected of graduates to meet
those ends?

3. What modifications itre needed to 4n-
sure that graduateds possess those
characteristics? -"-

In essence, the Answers to these ques-
tions begin the chUnge prodess. They
necessitate an' analysis' of the exikting
state of affairs and the establishmeni
goals for the desired state,of Warts. The
task which remains is the management bf
that proCess which will bring the orga-
nization to the new state of affairs. It
indludes identifying limitations and con-

. straints, determining whatkinds of strate-
gies are nee..essary (faculty develimment,
structural changes in the organiiation,
management style analysis, .aCtion
planning, etc.), seleCtion of 'strategies
based on institutional 'readiness, imple-
mentation, and evaltiation.;

Readiness is a key factor. It r!ep.resents
the process of thawing the status quo ind
overcoming resistance points- so chahge
can take place. The success of change is
directlY dependent on several factors that
will break down or netaralize resistance.-
These factors are personal, organikation-
al, and environmental.

The ,process of change mee ts with
resistance from all those involved in the

-process. Interslisciplinary tehavior is an
excelle.nt eximpii of changes in the social
nohns of health care praCtice. Profession-
ala, who are used to working in discipline
groups with a complete uric:lei:standing of
the norriis for that_ group in that setting,

'become quite resistant when faced with
iriterdisciplinary behaviors even though



their knowledge and their values- are di-
rected to better patient care and logically
wbuld support that change. .

Resistance to change as demonstrated by
individuals, groups, or eirganizations is
therefore a symptom relatedAn..the readi-
ness for change. The change agent must,
therefore, understand these symptoms and
be prepared to design intervention strat-
egies, that minimize the resistance to
change, increase the organization's, the
group's,, and the individuarg abilities to
accept the new behavior.

Once the planning process has pro-
gressed from the chiefly philosophical
level to Abe programmatic level, new
issues arise. Assuming the change is not
to be structural but will change programs
in curricula, five new issues arise:

Objectives
,.Administrative Responsibility

Program Content Control
Faculty Input
Program Structure

1. Objectives
'At .the heart of each interdisciplinary

effort is the task of establishing well-.
defined, specific objetves and goals for
th e program. The di rent perspectives
and expectations engendered by the inter-

, disciplinary concept mandate'that all of
those involved, students, faculty, and ad-
ministration, have the same understand-
ing of the program objectives. One must be
careful to understand the difference
between interdisciplinary (program) ob-
jectives and professional (discipline) ob-
jectives, but at the same time recognize
that the ability to meld the tWo will greatly
enhance the interdisciplinary effort. Once
these objectives are understood and
agreed upon, the development, implemen-
tation and evaluation processes are much
easier- to considçr. The reinforcement of
these objectives ust be a continuous
process for studen and faculty. Because
of the variety of i terdisciplinary pro-
grams, objectives are critical to determin-
ing activity, but they can and will be differ-
ent from program to program.

2. Administrative Responsibility
In the administration of an interdisci-

plinary effort, organizational responsibil-
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ity should be pinpointed as soon as
possible'. The coinplexities of dealing
across departmental, college, or univer-
sity lines- cafi be fatal to the interdisci-

liplinary efforts if the administrative hier-
Ivichy is not quickly clarified. While speci-
fying administrative responsibility for the
interdisciplinary PrOgram is a positive
structural approach, a constant concern
for obtainidg a variety of inputs and ideas
from all sources must be maintained.
Depending upon' the objectives and the
scope of the program, the management of
the interdisciplinary program should
probably be vested in a.structure outside of
a traditiOnal college department. Efforts
based at the departmental level can
succeed as Vong as the resoUrces are ade-
quate. Wheil the program begins to monop-
olize departmental resources, ,problems
develop. . .

InterdiSciplinary efforts also require
faculty loyalty, which is easier to main-
tain when faculty piersbns feel they are
supporting their own department's efforts
and not thoSe of anothef department com-
peting for the same limited resources.

3. Program Content Control
The old joke about the definition of a

camel"a horse that was designed by a
committee"as a realistic parody which
has to be faced in the design of an interdis-
ciplinary effort, Control of the content of
an interdisciplinary program can be a de-
structive or building force_ in program-
ming. Resolution of this issue in most pxo-
gram efforts is found 'through the com-
mittee concept. However, the clear delin
ation of objectives and the pinpointing
administrative responsibil'ity, coupled
with the sharing of program input with
department chairmen and selected faculty,
generally provide the anticipated ele-
ments of democracy. Because the interdis-
ciplinary effort is usually designed to
meet the needs of a wide variety 9f profes-
sions, it should be kept in mind that rigid
control of a program's content will prob-
ably stifle the creativity that brought the
program about in the first place. "Compro:
mise" is a key word in the development of
the content of an interdisciplinary effort.



4, Faculty Input
In health science education, the lack of

expertise in interdisciplinary efforts will
create a natural selection process with
only a few faculty taking the lead. These
faculty should have open input relative to
program content design as they gain expe-
rience.It should also be kept in mind that
faculty, in spite of their interests, need an
intensive orientation to the interdisciplin-
ary effort. There is a natural discomfort for
some instructors who have to deal outside
their discipline with students from other
areas. The issue here is not merely one of
conirol of content, but responsibility for
carrying oiit the tasks of presenting the
content material.

5. Depth of Structure.
Interdisciplinary efforts tend to run the

total spectrum of' the scale from intense
structure ("roday you all will work to-
gether and visit the following agencies,
ask the following questions, and write a re-
port on the following topic.") to total lack
of structure ("We will drop you off in this
cemmunity and come' back for you in, a
week, meanwhile you all do a project to-
gether."). While these examples may be
oversimplified, they do typify a basic
problemdeciding how much direction to
give students and how much freedom to
allow. Faculty/student ratio is related to
student direction. In some interdisciplin-
ary team-oriented programs, a faculty per-
son has been assigned to each student in
the program? In other instances, one fac-
ulty member per team of students has been
successful. The variations of program
structure and faculty control must be de-
termined. based on a combination of pro-
gram objectives, location, and activities, It
should be understood that the same pattern
does not fit each interdisciplinary program,

Each of these issues, is situationaj, has
no right or wrong resolution. Each must be
solved early to effectively developi the
interdisciplinary program.

Some Anticipated Outcomes of
Implementing Planned Change,

Based upon previous experiences of
other, fields, several outcomes are quite

likely to occur and the implications Gf
these outcomes inagnif as the size of the
change effort increases, rding to
Gillespie and Thompson in Planning for
Interdisciplinary Education.

First, people will underestimate the
amount of resistance. Second, at times,
each person involved with the change
program will experience the Atlas
syndrome of carrying the whole project on
his/her, shoulders. Third, logistics
mantigement will consume most of the
time devoted to the project wIple the real
issues are _deferred, Fourth, critical
evaluation of the change program will be
performed perfunctorily. Other outcomes
to be anticipated in pursuing interdisci-
plinary education are that:

Conflict resohition is essential to
the stability of the project.

Resistance to change may Scape-
goat the change agent, and
educational principles of provid-
ing theory before application are

. challenged.

The resolution of conflicts for the un-
skilled change agent is extremely difficult..
Conflicts are often avoided because of the,
fear that confrontation will lead to lokng`
whatever developmental ground has been
gained. The "don't rock the boat" syn)
drome, however, can result in counterpro:
ductive behaviors. Conflicts are also
symptoms of resistance that require reso-
lution before true interdisciplinary behav-

. ior can emerge. In fact, conflict resolution ,

can .be a healthy, creative process, produc:
ing strategies to get over the next hump in
the process of change.

The internal change agent must be pre-
pared to assume the role of scapegoat.
Anything' that upsets the sodial group
norms, producing tension, will be turned
toward the source of that work group and
will require- building new support sys-
tems. The last outcome relates to student
reactions. Students prefer to act and then
discuss the theory of their behavior.
Although there are poor data to evaluate
this phenomenon in interdisciplinary edu-
cation, some educational philosophies do
support "learning by discovery."
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The above caveats, while negative in
connotation, are not sintended to discour-
age but rather to confront the participant
with reality. Planniki change can be fun:
but the challenges are complex. The
concept of interdisciplinary education
programs has been_around a long time,
but the actual implementation in some
systematic way is just beginning. Even
with the armament of conceptual knowl-
edge and rational understanding about
such programs, there is still much to be
learned in the' -actualizing", process of
interdisciplinary prograins.

Phase II: From Concept tO Practice

The best instructional design L.Araain8
skuPle until it can be successfully imple-
mented and integrated into existing
curricular structures. This phase is the
most difficult. The creative exercises
related to conceptual and instrUctional
developinent are stimulating. Implement-
ing the concepts requires patience, tact,
political skills, and attention to detail.

Most of the decisions on how a program
will be implemented will be made long
before actual implementation. The param-
eters of decisions will 1?e formed regarding
instructional design. faculty and student,
issues. classroom or extramural loca-
tions, relative costs, etc. As a result, no
hard and fast rules can be provided 'for
putting concepts to practice. The purpose
here is to isolate and explore the issues
related to the implementation and mainte-
nance phase.

The kiMinidration of Interdisciphnary Pmgrams
Program administration refers to those

actiyities necessary to build an organiza-
tion which will develop, efine and
implement the interdisciplinary prograin.

Key to the issue of building an organiza-
tion is finding the appropriate locus with-
in the institution and determining who
will be responsible (and aceountable).,lef
the interdisciplinary activities. The-orga-
nization to implement interdiseiplinary
programs should:

a. Provide the necessary resources to
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b.

develop the program to its full
potential.
Develop the program in such a way as
to elicit maximum student and faculty
ownership in the process.

c. Facilitate communications among
colleges, departments and, if extra-
mural, community and/ or clinical
participants.

d. Prepare all participants for the learn-
ing process.

b. Manage program logistics in such a
way as, to maximize aculty and stu-
dent time devoted to educational ends.

f. Be accountable to the involved
publics for the quality and effective-
ness of the program.

These goals imply a centralized
organization that can cross traditional
institutional boundaries of communica-
tion. In reality, there is no ideal "slot" in
the institution which can meet the needs of
this activity, and any attempt to maximize
ownership outside the traditional com-
munication boundaries and reward
systems will be difficult at best. The only
guide which can be offered is through the
experience of other similar situations.

Programs located in a given college or
4e school have the inherent weakness of poor

communications with other needed acct.:-
demic disciplines. Some programs have
been housed in schools of medicine to in-
sure medical student pafticipation and to
align with the resources and power associ-
ated with that school. Other programs,
housed either in the school which provides
most disciplines (allied health) or which
originally developed the idea, have had to
deal with both the lack of medical partici-
pation and communication barriers with
all other echools.

An alternative is to vXt the program at
the vice-Presidential level. Tliwisdom of
this move depends on the political strength
of the vice president and the willingness to
become involved in academic affairs on
the operational level. There is also darfger
in locating so far from line faculty.

0-A Another alternative is a special task
force approach to organization. A select
group of faculty from all participating
colleges is appointed to develop the pro-
grain. If the program includes the entire
medical center, the task force may well be



located at the vice-presintial level. The
closest organizational forms to approach
a task force are the programs developed
under the tutelage of the Institute for
Health Team Development. Faculty role
model teams were developed for both
program development and student in-
struction. One weakness observed id this
model related to faculty owner§hip.
Faculty members outside the teams were
happy to "let them do it." A second
weakness was related to the ability of the
institution to alter reward systems and
provide resources to carry out the task
force boncept. Not many institutions can
develop such ad organizational structure
without, strong administrative support.

Interdisciplinary effOrts defy easy place-
inent in traditional educational organiza-
tion. However, successful programs can
be found in all of the structures mentioned
here. Program designers should be cogni-
zant of the goals of the.new grganization,
the trade-offs inherent in each locus, and
the activities.necessary to overcome the
weaknesses.

Once the locus of the interdisciplinary
program is determined, the task remains
to,develop strategies for meeting the goals
of the organization.

Provision of Resources
The interdisciplinary program orga-

nization not only must find the funds to
operate but also find the resources of
faculty time for development and teaching
and, if extramural, community facilities
for student placement. Funding is always
of prime concern to. those contemplating
interdisciplinary efforts. Few universities
have been able to develop innovative
projects, such as interdisciplinary edu-
cation, without seed money from outside
sources. Unfortunately, funding ear-
marked directly for development of inter-
disciplinary team approaches to health
care and health sciences education is on -
the decline on both the federal and founda-
tion levels.

The- decline of outside financial support
directed specifically to interdisciplinary
approaches does not doom the search-for
resources; it only makes the search more
challenging. The federal government and

man foundations are now actively in-
volv d in finding new approaches to many
heali care problems. Most lend them-
selv s easily to interdisciplinary pro-
gra ming, i.e., primary care, rural health
ear , gerontology, chronic care, and
specific diseases. The strategies for inter-

, di ' iplinary education may not only
m tch the educational needs of students
bpit also the funding priorities of outside
surces. .

One other source of support cannot be
verlooked, the institution itself. If the

philosophical commitment is high, the
;time and energy necessary to develop in-
/ terdisciplinary education can be procured
1 from within. An internally supported ac-
,tivity will probably have greater impact
and longevity than one supported from
outside. The University of Connecticut
School of Allied Health ProfesSions exem-
plifies self-supported activity. For the last
eight years, the faculty has slowly devel-
oped not only a complete curriculum in-
corporating core courses, common inter-
est formats and team building, but also an
organization designed for better support
to interdisciplthary activities.

Student and Faculty Ownership
The organization developed to promote,

design, and implement interdisciplinary
education comes into most conflict with,
itself when it seeks to involve others in
ownership. The more centralized the
organization, the easier getting the job
done will be, and the more difficult will be
pie task of developing ownership.

Student ownership seems to be a
function of two major factors, the maturity
of the student and the perceived reward for
involvement. The student reward system
revolves around grades and the reinforce,
ment of discipline-related faculty. Anal-
ysis of grade scores during the 1976
Kentucky January Program seems to bear
this out. Faculty spOnsors for each inter-
disciplinary student team were asked to
rate students on 10 parameters of student
involvement, preparation, and completion
of the program as.a measure fora, pass/ fail
grade. Each parameter was rated on a one-
to-five scale: an average of three was need-
ed for a passing grade. Students Who
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volunteered for the program scored ap-
proximately one point higher than stu-
dents who Were required to participate.
However, when grade scores' were anal-
yzed based on students' department of
origin, another trend emerged. Students
,required to' participate btit originating
fromddepartments where _the faculty
strongly endorsed the program scored on
a level with voluntary students: The con-
clusion here is that student performance
is not only reflected by motivation but also
by faculty support. ,

As a7practica1 Matter, student involve-
inent and ownerShip i the developthent of
the program cannot be' maintained over
long periods of time. StudentS are tran-
sient: hopefully, the program' will have
some permanence. The best that can -be

'hoped for is that students themselves inti-
ate the interdisciplinary programs, as did
the Vanderbilt Student Health Coalition. If
care is- taken to select class leaders and
controllers of the informal cothmunication
processes, good rekilts can he 'obtained
over the short rune

Development of faculty ownership is' a
critical element of program success. The
reward System will sertainlybave impact.
Commitment of department chairmen will
be important for endorienient and release
time. However, the key to Succ-ess in gener-
ating faculty ownership Will be communi7
cation patterns that are developed and the
responsiveness of the interdisciplinary
organization to suggestions of faculty.

The most common form of communica-
tion device for program planning is the
representative committee. This mechan-
ism provides for maximum input into the
process while controlling the direction of
planning, developing informed inputs and
decision making, and creating communi-
cation lines to the involved publics. No re,-
search confirms that decision making by

A committee is of higher quality than that
made unilaterally. Faculty members fre-
quently represent themselves instead of act-
ing as communicators to their home depart-
ments. Often the committee is a defensive
mechanism, a way of saying to outraged
faculty persons that they had a chance for
input through their colleagues. Given the
necessity of centralized administration,
the committee may lengthen the planning
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process -and can act to confuse the iSiue
rather than to clarifY it.

The bottom line of faculty acceptance
and ownership in the building process is
the responsiveness of the organization to
faculty needs, suggestions, and criticisms.
The ability of the organization to pay
attention tadetail in this regard will bring
either greAt reward or constant headaches.
Some experience shows that faculty
members become most alienated when
they give suggeitions which are neither
acknowledged nor followed-up. Even the
most vacuous verbal suggestion should be
acknowledged by memo with an expltha-
tion of why the suggestion could not be
acted upon. This mechanism educates fac-
ulty and also symbolizes the active role they
play in program design and operation,

Facilitate Communications
Issues related to communications are

very similar to those of ownership. Inter-
disciPlinary organizations must .develop
rather complex-conummication tellkorks
in order to report to,.Rrotect tjae interests
of, and be accountable to the many publics
itivelvecl. Not only must the organization
respond to individual faculty,'but also to
departments, colleges, the university.
community participants, funding agents,
and political forces. In tradittional
organizational' systems, communication
with and among these yarious publics is
sporadic at best. The interdiscipliliary
program must have as a major objective
keeping all informed.

Facilitating communication is much
easier said than done. Once again, the key
is attention to detail. Activities involved in
effecting the Objective should include ad-
visory groups, at least semi-annual de-
partment faculty meetings, department
chairmen meetings, visits to community
particiPants (three site visits are optimal

one for preparation, one to monitor the
program, one for evaluation), letters,
memos, newsletters, telephone calls, and
at least yearly general conferences'where
,all participants dan communicate directly
with each other. This effort, more than any
other, justifies the need for full-time
administrative support for the interdisci-
plinary organization.



Preparation
Nothing can kill ap interdisciplinary

effort more quickly than for 6ne or more of
the program participants to be unpre-
pared. It stops any momentum the pro-
gram may have generated. A major re-
sponsibility of the interdisciplinary orga-
nization will be materials development
and preparation for the experience.

Student and facility preparation have
been discussed in earlier chapters.
However, one caveat bears repeating in
regard to faculty. Faculty members are
generally authoritarian in nature. In day-
to-day teaching they control the content of
a course, its evaluation, and the environ-
ment .of the class. Often the faculty facil-
itator for an interdisciplinary group of
students is not intimately involved in
course design and planning. As a result
the faculty person feels uncomfortable
with this outside force which controlS the
.elements of instruction. This fact com-
bined with unfamiliar content may easilyt
lead to the course being relegated to a
low priority. Great care needs to be taken
to prepare faculty in facilitator skills and
any unfamiliar content. This preparation
is needed- despite problems inherent in
getting diverse faculty in one place and at
one tinie for preparatory sessions, and fac-
ulty resistance to being "told what to do."

Logistics Management
L'ogistics of program administration in-

clude all the details which form the envi-
ronment within which learning is ex-
pected to take place. Issues of primary
concern relate to timing, policieS and pro-
cedures, extramural processes, and public
relations.

Few things are more frustrating to a
coordinator of interdisciplinary activities
than the continual game of "yes-but"
played by participating dePartments over
program logistics. ,Program timing is the
first gambit in the game.

In one sense, lack of time is a defensive
measure for resisting change. In anoiher
senses it is a very real logistical barrier. In
health science centers, different colleges
often have different academic calendars;

different departments have d4fereilt cur-
ricular constraints; most Prcygrath§ cram
as much content as possible into". short
time frame, leaving little/or nd4iine for
innovative activity. The result it§:,Omplete
chaos when trying to develop'sthe sched-
ules for interdisciplinary prograins.

The length of the experiertpe will prob-
ably be determined more by*ademic con-
straints than by rationalesign. Such
is the reality of higher edVcation. Great
benefits have resulted,' lipwever, by con-
centrated time off-canipw, rather than the
typical two to three day;§ a week. Though
this raises the cost substantially by adding
lodging and foodexpenSes, the benefits are
enormous. Student§ are taken away from
counterproducti 6 peer influences and
other conflictin 1,4imuli, can experience
community life . yond the eight-to-five,
five-day week., haVe the luxury of time to
discuss their taCtivities and synthesize
concepts and observations.

Two method§ oD determining when the
experience takes place seem to hold most
promise for prOgram scheduling. One is
the "curriculuM'window" concept in which
all concerned departments agree not to
schedule classes or other activities during
a given tiMe period each week or during a
given blcick ;of time during the semester.
Michiga4 State University, the University
of Minnesota: and many. other universities
across the nation have found this to be
Most sucCessful. The other method is a
coordinateclapproach to scheduling clin-
ical rotatib '0211 all students are involved
in clinical' eriences at the sathe. time,
the step of eyeloping collaborative ap--
proaches is tuch easier.

;
1,

Both of thOsesolutions are much easier
said than done. They require a high level of
collaboration' and integrated activity on
the departmental level. They require a
commitment to the interdisciplinary effort
which is lint easily developed. Evening
classes, special arrangements with de-
partments, and cornpromise may be the
only ways to effect any kind of moYement.
These efforts are accomplished at the risk
of the program being considered "add on"
and the inconvenience factor will certainly

4ffect
the program outcomes.
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Policies and Procedures
Difficulties are certainly present in in-

terdisciplinary designing, but the careful
analysis of prospective problems takes
only patience and attention to detail. Of
critical imporfance to community partici-
pants and academic departments alike are
the issues of malpractice and liability in-
surance, especially if the program is clin-
ical in natuip. If there is no blanket
ance provided to students, some resolution
of the issue is paramount. This by no
means needs to kill a program. Profes-
sional and student organizations often
provide student insurance policies.

This issue leads to a companion issue
e degree of clinical supervision and the

eed for clinical guidelines for care. Two
guidelines are extremely important to
local conmiunities and clinical sites:

No team activity should be
initiated which cannot be com-
pleted by the team or continued
by local professionals when the
team has concluded the project.
When the activity will be con-
tinued locally, agreement should
be sought beforehand.
There should be a' mechanism
to insure that patient care plans
are implemented. services coor-
dinated, the activities of the team
supervised, and the performance
of the team evaluated. General
guidelines to students regarding
accountability steps, decision-
making processes, and care
protocols need to be established.

The extramural or concentrated time-
blocked programs face a number of prob-
lems for which solutions, policies and
'procedures must be developed. A partial
list includes:

expected standards of conduct
personal costs
dress codes
health insurance
provision for illness
procedures for application, transfer,

withdrawal
food and lodging arrangements
conflicts with Institutional deadlines

(fee payment, drop-add course dead-
lines)

transportation arrankements, policie
procedures
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reimbursement procethires
liability, collision, and malpractice 'in-

surance provisions
grading procedures
team assignment prOcedures
appeal process
faculty procurement, assignment, and

minanum requirements

Extramural Processe,
off-campus 'courses not prily raise the

cost of education, but also ' draMatically
increase the complexity of the communi-
cations processes. For each teaen site to be
developed, at least one and often many .
local participants must be selected,
trained, and 'kept thoroughly informed. If
preceptorship experiences are sought, a
local participant must be selected, trained,
and informed for each student. It is cer-
tainly not an impossible task, but depend-
ing on the size of the program, manV hours
will be logged on the road by program staff..

The increased administrative load,
faculty support npeded in the field,
logistics, and other program costs can
easily amount to a cost of over $250 per
student per week in the field. Given a team
of seven students accompanied by an on-
campus faculty person, a typical program
cost breakdown may include the following.

Cos,t/Student Week
Faculty Time $ $5
Administrative Support 50
Food 35
Lodging 50
Transportation 15
Materials 8
Local Support 25

Total $268
Naturally, these costs can be reduced

through use of hospital dorms, free food,
arrangements through hospitals, and the
like. Students could bear other costs. The
point to be made here is that extramural
programs are expensive. Depending on
cost of faculty time and payments for loss
of productivity to local agencies, the cost
can increase. Ideally, the cost should be
measured against educational benefit.
Practically, this is very difficult to do.
More often than not, decisions for
extramural programs will be based on a
combination of philosophical commit-

el\ment and availability of resouro
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Hospital administrator§ are usually
quick to see the benefits of educational
linkages, intercicsciplinary approaches,
and the possibilities for student recruit-
ment. One caveat is indicated hei4e. Over-
selling a program can be very dangerous
kor future participation, especially if
student recruitment is the prime motiva-
tion; malie pr9mises only where a high
probability exists that the promises can be
kept. Since educational institutions rarely
control where graduates work, overselling
recruitment benefits can come back to
haunt the program designers.

Once a facility or community has ac-
cepted a team, the next step is to develop
a local organization to aid in planning and
arranging the experience for students. The
purpose is to capitalize on those most
knowledgable of the community and also
to develop community ownership in the
program. The organization can be a
committee of local citizens or a single
individual at the site. The composition of
the organization will need to match the
needs of the program and the resources of
staff. Qualifications of the person who will
provide the major linkage to this educa-
tional institution should include exper-
tise in the leariling content, knowledge
of the community, and the time to devote to
the program. The better qualified the link-
age person, the easier are the tasks of
community and resource development,
training of local participants, and opera-
tion of the program.

Finally, consideratAoii should be given
'to the instructional needs orleach local
participant. Preceptors will need to learn
more about the interdisciplinary activities
of students, other local resources will need
to know the context of their part in the
experience in relation to the goals of the
program. The local coordinators will need
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thorough ins ruction on all aspects of the
program.

Accountability and Evaluation
The experience will need to be evaluated

on two levelsthe ability of the sequence of
study to meet the educationalobjectives
and the ability of the program to 'meet
Political ends. The political aSpects .are
similar to public relations needs.Program
designers will need to anticipate who an-
tagonists will be, the nature of their com-
plaints, and be able to, generate objective
data to answer the issues. Similar activ-
ities Will be necessary to insure the sup-
port of protagonists. Evaluation should
generate data relative to the processes in-
volved (i.e., relationships of logistics to
outcomes, extramural vs. on-campus ap-
proaches, relationship of preparatory
activities to outcomes, relationship of
faculty variables to outcomes.) The inter-
disciplinary program is accountable to
many publics. Early data retrieval is
important §o that the ptiblics receiv feed-
back while the experiences arp still fresh
in their minds. The real value of this kind
of programmatic evaluation not only
meets political ends, but also serves to
identify those items which need change to
better meet student needs.

The final analysis of the interdisciplin-
itry approach to health scGialr-education
rests with the ability to measure and dem-
onstrate long term behavior change on the
part of its participants. As a result, it is
extremely important to collect data re-
garding the preparation, attitudes atsik
activities of graduates prior to any inter-
disciplinary curriculum change. Base-
line data are vital to any comparison of
graduates with and without interdisci-
plinary training. If at all feasible, employer
analyses should also be inchided in the
research design.
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CHAPTER V SUMMARY AND D RECTION*
Wit

Four major areas have been addressed in
monograph.: The dynamics of the

allied health educational environment, a
pragmatic approach to defining inter-
disciplinary, the exploration of issues
related to interdisciplinary education, and
the dec ons which the allied health

ional administrator must address
during the development of the in,terdisci-
ciinary process.

Allied health education by its very
nature operates in a dynamic environment
influenced by the disciplines it represents,
the educational system in which it resides,
and the complexities of the health care

-deliverY system. which it serves. All of
these forces do .not operate in a homo-
geneous fashion, which oftericreates prob-
lems for the allied health educational ad-
ministrators in determining what their
priorities should be. Interdisciplinary
activities frequently take a low priority
within the academic allied healtlenviron-
ment because administrators 7nust re-
spond to such diverse publics.

Defi,nitions and formats of interdisci-
plinary education are a confounding com-
ponent of the total interdisciplinary ap-
proach. Confusibn between definitions and
goals poses problems for the administra-
tv attempting to create an organized and
aderly approach to allied health educa-
tion. Interdisciplinary education, with its
multiple interpretations, also Carries with
it an extraordinary administrative require-
ment which not all allied health units cah
manage.

The interdisciplinary concept involves
the faculty, students, curriculum, and
every .organization of the allied health
unit. Interdisciplinary educational experi-
ences are a product of a multiple group of
individuals and disbiplines, thus drawing
on the total resources 'of the allied health
unit.

Because each allied health unit is
different and the poteptial outcomes for
the interdisciplinary experience can be so
different, each asclministrator must
evaluate the deciiions on how to proceed.
Philo.sophital decisions mustibe made on
the purpose of the educational program,
the planning process, and the administra-
tive approach. Hard decisions on resource
allocation and commitments are also a big
factor in how each allied ,health unit
proceeds with inteedisciplinary activities.

_

Future Commitment
t.

Interdisciplinary educational activities
are something that each discipline in
allied health may survive without, but for
the sake of producing, effective practi-
tioners for patient care, the interdigci-
plinary experience is a necessity. Patient
problems do not normally come in disci-
plinary packages, thus requiring that
effective patient care take place in a
collaborative setting. Allied health educa-
tional administrators can inipro:ye patient
care through the deVelopment of inter-
discipinary activities on their campuses.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION
IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

1972-1978

Sponsoring Unit

PENNSYLVANIA COL-
LEGE OF PODIATRIC
MEDICINE
Pennsylva,nia College of

Optometry
Philadelphia College of

Osteopidhic Medicine.
Philadelphia College of

PharMacy and Science
Temple University

College of Allied Health
Professions and School of
PharmacY

University of Permsylvania
School of Dental Medicine
and Nurs4ng

STUDENT AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
AND APPALACHIAN
REGIONAL HOSPITALS,
INC

UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY
College of Allied Health
Professions
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Activity

"Philadelphia Interdisci-
plidary Health and Educa-
tion Program" (PIHEP)
Didactic course one
semester and optional
clinical rotation in
various clinics (all
year long)

"SAMA-ARH Affiliated
Student Health Project"
Teams of students in five
rural Kentucky areas con-
ducted screening and .

patient educational
programs as well as some
patient care
(summer program)

"Kentucky January"
Students placed in inter-
disciplinary teams in rural
communities throughout
Kentucky, conibination of
didactic work, participa-
tive observations and
clinical activities, projrt
repqrt required (inter-
seSsion program)
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Disciplines Involved

Medicine, Dentistry,
Nursing. Optometry.,
Podiatry, Pharmacy, Social
Work, Educational
Psychology, and Allied
Health

Health Education, Nutri-
tion', Medicine, Pharmacy,
Nursing, Social WOrk.
Dentistry, Medical
Technology

Community Health, Dental
Hygiene, Medical
Technology, Physical
Therapy, Nursing.
Respiratory Therapy,
Radiologic Technology,
Dietetics, Dentistry,
Medicine, Speech and
Hearing. Social Work.

. Physician Assistant,
Pharmacy and Dental
Laboratory Technology



Sponsoring Unit

UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA
Health sciences Center
(planned in conjunction
with coordinators for 19
health science programs)

STUDENT AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
AND KENTUCKIANA
METROVERSITY
(ccnsortiuni of fi-Ve
colleges and universities
in Lciuisille. Kentucky
area)

UNIVERSITYOF
PENNSYLVANIA
School of Allied Medical
Professions (committee
governance from
medicine, social work.
allied health, nursing,
anct deniistry)

DELHOUSIE
UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Medicine,
Department of Preventive
Medicine

UNIVERSITY OF
CONNECTICUT
Schools of Allied Health,
Nursing and Pharmacy

Activity

HSU-5-001, "Interdis-
ciplinary Team Training
for Health' Care Delivery"
Didactic course, lecture,
community' project, (three
academic quarters)

"A Community Healfh
Orientation Program far
Students" (CHOPS)
Didactic classroom an&
participative observation
in community and health-
care agencies (semester
in length)

"Institute on Interdis-
ciplinary Health Care
Practice**
Administrative unit'
designed to develop and
implement interdisci2
plinary courses.
primarily didactic in
nature, some community
visitation (semester and
intersession course)

**Comprehensive Health
Care Project:*
Students in teams are
assigned onp family to
wiirk the community
within.pro'vision of gare'
and hea,Ith` educatiOn.
faculty preceptors (yell.-
long activity)

Team, consumerikm, and
health care organization
Discussion and group
project (one semester in
length)

10
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Disciplines Involved

Medicine, Pharmacy,
Dentistry, Nursing,
Veterinary Medicine,
Public Health, Social
Work, Allied Health

Medical, Dental, Nursing,
Social WOrk. Nutrition,
and Sociology

Medicine, Nursing, Den-
tistry, Occupational
Therapy, Medical Tech-
nology, Physiéal Therapy.'
Sotial Work and'Health
Administration

Medicine, Nursing. Social
Profeisions. Dietetics and
Dental Hygiene

Nur:sing. Illwrnacy, Physi- .cal Therapy, Dietetics,
Medical, Technology, Social
Work: ftehabilitation
Counspling .
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Sponsoring Unit

INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH
TEAM DEVELOPMENT
Montefiore Hospital and
Medical Center

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF
OF GEORGIA'
Schools of Medicine.
Allied Health and
Nursing

INDIANA UNIVERSITY-
PURDUE
University at Indianapolis

UNIVERSITY OF
PITTSBURGH
School of Health Related
Professions

UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO
School of Medicine
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Activity.

Establishment of educa-
tional strategies and
learning environments
which prepare health
science students from
variods disciplines to
render comprehensive
primary health services
as members of health
teams

"Interdisciplinary Health
Team Curriculum (IDHTC)
Complete curriculum
articulation for three
disciplines beginning in .

entering year, to be trained
as a team throughout pro-
fessional education (forMal
two-year burriculum)

Student-employee health
clinic'and neighborhood
clinics Students formed
into teamsAvith preceptor
guidance (summer
Program)

"Department of HRP Inter-
disciplinary. Programs"
Administrative unit to
provide teaching support

.for school-wide coinMon
needs and design of
interdisciplinary
activities (year-long
activity)

"Project Porvenier"
Student teams are assigned
to rural commimity clinics
in tparns, both preceptor
and team abtivity takes
place (year-long activity)

11

Disciplines Involved

To work with established
health science centers
nation-wide

Medicine, Nursing, and
Physician Assistant

Medicine, Nursing,
Chaplaincy, and
Pharmacy

Physical Therapy, Child .

Development/Care, Health
.Care Records, Medical
Technology, Dental
Hygiene

Medicine, Nursing, and
Pharmacy

1,



Sponsiming Unit

RANCHO LOS AMIGOS
HOSPITAL USC ALLIED
HEALTH INTERDISOI-
PLIARY EDUCATION
PROGeRAM
School of Medicine,
Department of Commuhity
Medicine

UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA -

Faculty-Committee for
Allied Health..Inter-
disciplinary Education

s

NATIONAL HEALTH
COUNCIL and
a. Medical Care Develop-

ment, Inc. (Maine)
b. Health Power Associ-

ates, Inc. (New Orleans)
c. University of Arizona

(College of.Medicine;
- Department of Com-

munity`and Family
Medicine)

STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK AT BUFFALO
School ofsklealth-Rélated
Professions and School of.
Medicine

OHIO STATE
UNIVERSITY
College of Medicine,
Depazicaent of Preven ive
Medicine

Activity

Clinical patient care in
special cord injury
neurology, pediatrics or )-

arthritis
Students are assigned into
teams with preceptors,
working in clinics and
tiome visits (summer
program)

"HSU-WM" The Patient
and the Health Care Team".
Didactic, case study course
presented in clinical
problem-solving method
theology (one quarter)

"Manpower Distribution'
Projects-Multidisciplin-
ary Team Preceptorships"
Students are grouped in
teams and placed in clinics
in urban and rural areas,
primary care and team
activities stressed
(summer program)

Rural preceptorship
program
Students were specifically
focusing on rural health
care delivery, interdisci-
plinary was a secondary
function (summer
program)

Rural health kid team
work
Teams assigned to off-
campus rural child devel-
opment program (quarter-
long rotations)

Disciplines Involved

Medicine, Nursing, Social
Work, Occupational
Therapy, and Physical
Therapy

Nursing, Medicine, Social
Service, Recreation
Therapy, Dental Hygiene,
Medical TechnologSr,
Nutrition, Occupational
Therapy

Medicine, Nursing,
Pharmacy, Dentistry,
Allied Health

Medicine, Nursing
Pharmacy, Physical
Therapy, Podiatry,
Hospital Administration,
Social Work, Dentistry,
Medical Technology

Medicine, Dentistry.
Nursing,'-aq Nutrition



.Srasormg Unit

STUDENT AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

STUDENT AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
and
a. Eastern Virginia School

of Medicine
b. Medical University of

South Carolina
c. University of Colorado

INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH
TEAM DEVELOPMENT
and
a. University of Alabama

at Birmingharii
b. University of North

Carokina at Chapel Hill
c. Michigan State

University
d. University of Washing-

ton at Seattle
e. University of California

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
Colleges of Health
Sciences and Social
Welfare

MEDICAL COLLEGE
OF GEORGIA
School of Medicine. De-
partment of Neurology
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Activity

"SAMA Foundation Health
Team Training Project"
Originally carried out as
a summer project in
Kentucky in 1972, it was
developed into a year-long
program with 5 rotations
of 9 weeks each offered in
Kentucky. Virginia.
Tennessee, South Carolina,
Michigan and Papago
Indian Reservation in
Arizona

"Health Team Cur.ricti-
ProjeCt"

Development of-bn-campus
activities for interdisci-
plinary primary care
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"Curriculum Develop-
ment Program"
Faculty teams from
selected institutiOns
trained' by the IHTD staff
and return to their
campuses with the intent
of developing student
interdisciplinary activities
in clinical primafy care
delivery

"Health Team Develop-
ment Program"
Didactic courses (semester
in length) .

Developmental disabil-
ities with interdisci-
pknary cooperation
Student teams work in
out-patient clinics

Disciplines Involved

All health science students

All health science students
eligible, dependent upon
which disciplines were
on the specific campus

Faculty frOm Medicine,
Dentistiy. Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Allied
Health

Medicine, Nursing, Public
Health.,Social Work,
HuMan Development, and
Special Education

Medicine. Nursing, Physi-
- cal Therapy. Occupational

Therapy, Social Work and
Pharmacy



Sponsoring Unit

OHIO STATE
UNIVERSITY
College of Medicine.
School of Dentistry,
School of Allied Medical
Professions and School
of Nursing

LEHMAN COLLEGE OF
THE CITY UNIVERSITY
OF NEW YORK and
THE MONTEFIORE
HOSPITAL AND
MEDICAL CENTER

UNIVERSITY 61'
HOUSTON
College of Optometry

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA,
SAN FRANCISCO
College of Medicine,
Division of Ambulatory
and Community Medicine

UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON
College of Medicine,
Department of Family
Practice

UNIVERSITY OF
ALABAMA
School of Medicine,
Department of Family
Practice

Activity

Teamwork and group
process
Didactic course (one
academic quarter)

"Health Professions
Institute"
Students are on Lehman
campus for three years

%then link up with medical
students in fourth
clinical year

I.
Community Health aria
Teamwork
Combination of didactic

, classroom work and
community visitation
(fee semester)

"Training in Interdisci-
plinary Temp Approach"
Develop and implement
an integrated, sequential
interdisciplinary
education program for
pre-professtonal degree
students

"Health Team Training"
Didactic find clinical cur-
riculum in interdisci-
plinary health team care

"Interdisciplinary Health
Care DeHvery Team
Training"
Train students, faculty and
clinical health oare
delivery teams in use of
interdisciplinary team
appros,ch

Disciplines InvOlved

Medicine, Nursing,
Dietetics, Dentistry,
Hospital Administration,
Respiratory Therapy.
Physical, Therapy, Occupa-
tional Therapy, and
Biomedical Computing

Social Work. Nursing,
Hearth Sciences
Administration, then
Medicine in fourth
clinical year

Optometry, Pharmacy,
Nursing. and Allied
Health

Dentistry, Medicine,
Nursing, Pharmacy,
Dental Hygiene, and
Physical Thera,py

Medicine, Nursing;
Pharmacy. Dentistrk,

frnDental Hygiene. Social
Work and Health
Administration

Medicine. Dentistry,
Nursing, Optometry,
Allied Health and
Social Service
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Sponsoring Unit

MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY
College of Human
Medicine, Department of
Family Practice

UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY

COLUMBIA LiNIVERSITY
(student-run course
Nursing, Medicine, Allied
Health)

VIRGINIA COMMON-
WEALTH UNIVERSITY
Medical College of,
Virginia. Center for
Community Health

MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
College of Nursing

AMERICAN STUDENT
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
and:
a. University of South

Dakota at Vermillion
'b. University of Missouri

it Columbia
c. Medical College of

Georgia
d. East Carolina' University

Activity

"Interdisciplinary Health
Team Development"
Educational program for
interdisciplinary care
teams in a service model
by developing linkages
with other levels of care

"Center for Interdisci-
plinary Education in
Allied Health"
Administrative unit
established to design,
develop and implement
interdisciplinary
activities

"Making Health Teams
Work"
Didactic course focusing
on roles and stereotyping
of professionals

"HMEIA Interdisci-
plinary Team Training"
Didactic and clinical
training in interdisci-
plinary' team delivery of
primary health care

"Family Care in the Team
Approach Interdisci-
plinary Team Approach to
Family Health Care"
Didactic and clinical
activities team and
family care

"Interdisciplinary Cur-
riculum in Primary Care"
Development ofiturricu-
lum on campus
emphasizing team and
primary care

Disciplines Involved

Medicine, Nuising, Social -

Work, and Allied Health

All health students,
principally allied health

Medicine, Nursing, Physi-
cal Therapy, and
Occupational Therapy

Medicine, Nursing,
Pharmacy, Dentistry, and
Social Work .

Medicine, Dentistry,
Nursing, Pharmacy,
Allied Health

All Health Science
students eligible dependent
upon which disciplines are
on the specific campus



Sponsoring Unit

MEDICAL CARE
DEVELOPMENT, INC.
Augusta, Maine, non-profit
corporation

DUKE UNIVERSITY
C011ege of Medicine

PENNSYLVANIA STATE
UNIVERSITY
Milton Hershey Medical
Center

INTERNATIONAL
CENTER FOR INTEGRA-
TIVE STUDIES (THE ,
DOOM'
Adolescent Health Center,
'New York

UNIVERSITY OF
COLORADO
College of Medicine,
Departinent of PreVentiVe
Medicine

WAYNE STATE
UNIVERSITY
(Coordinating committee
from Medicine, Allied
Health, Nursing, Pharmacy,
and Social Work)

Actimity

"Interdisciplinary Stu-
dent Rural Health Teams"
Clinical interdisciplinary
team training in_ rural
conununity (summer)

"Team Training for Pri-
mary Health Care"
Team delivery of health
care in a model clinica.l
site located in a middle-
class suburban .

community in a family
medicine model

"Interdisciplinary Team
Approach Millersburg"
Training in the provision
of primary health care in
an off campus site, focus
on team delivery of care -

"Interdisciplinary Team
Training"
Training in an interdisci-
plinary team approach to
adolescent medicine

"Health Professionals,
Health Issues, and the
Family Study"
Primarily didactic course
including site visits and
family study, required
course emphasizing pro-
fessional roles and
functions and family
health (one quarter in
length)

"Interdisciplinary Health
tare Field Experience" \
Extramural program with
students assigned in teams
to community service
agencies, emphasizing
team work and some
preceptorship activity

Disciplines Involved

Medicine, Osteopathy,
Nursing, Physician Assist-
ant and others .

Medicine, Health Admin-
istration, Nursing and
Physician Assistant

Medicine, Nursing, Family
Health Nursing, and
Physician Assistant

Medicine, Nursing, Physi-
cian Assistant. Nutrition,
Dentistiy, Health Care
Administration, Social
Work and Health Education

Medicine and Nursing

Medicine, Nursing,
Occupational Therapy,
Pharmacy, Physical
.Therapy, and Social Work
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